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Abstract 

This report describes a partial redesign of the maintenance service systems of the Océ 
Sales and Services organization. The focus is on the increase of customer satisfaction 
through the provision of more information from the current information systems for 
the support of business needs in the interaction with customer, through the 
communication of service requests to suppliers, and handling of complaints, 
replacement of parts, software upgrading and moving of equipment. 
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Management Summary 

Background 

The final study project is performed at Océ Technologies B.V. for graduation at the 
department Information Systems of the TU/e. The task was to assist the R&D 
department of Océ-Technologies B.V. in Venlo in improving the service processes of 
their digital document systems for the professional office market. 

Purpose 

The original assignment was to analyze the service working method of IT: 
professional IT departments have an IT service working method according to ITIL 
and expect from suppliers that their solutions fit in the ITIL view. Moreover, 
customers require insight in the performance of their fleet of printers and costs of 
service. Thirdly, customers expect a solution for escalations of problems to suppliers. 
The starting point of the project was that gross income growth for the Strategie 
Business Unit Digital Document Systems decreases with 4% and this has three main 
causes: 1. high demanding customers and price pressure; 2. the customer satisfaction 
is not high enough; 3 it is difficult to protect the service business: the print volume per 
customer decreases. 

Methodologies for the final project 

For the final project the methodology according to the regulative cycle of Van Strien 
and the approach model of van Aken for research studies is used. Three phases are 
distinguished for the research study: an orientation phase, the analysis and solution 
phase and an implementation and evaluation phase. Secondly, an approach to the 
redesign of IT-reliant work systems is used during phases 1 and 2. Based on 
stakeholders needs a proposed TO-BE situation is generated. 

Project summary 

The research started with a literature study on the subject of ITIL, and gathering of 
data through interviews with personnel from Océ. First the AS-IS situation of the 
information systems is mapped in UML diagrams. Then a research was done 
containing a problem-analysis on strategie-, tactical- and operational level and a 
supply risk analysis to describe supplier dominant, expensive, fragile and fast mover 
parts. From the research and the original assignment, a problem definition and an 
assignment were drawn out and designs of the solution were created. The designs 
contain TO-BE scenarios when ITIL is requested, corporate views for the TO-BE 
situation through a design of an Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management 
Information System and information system views for the TO-BE situation of the 
specific information systems. Furthermore, templates for management of a request for 
change of parts by a service engineer, templates for management of a request for 
change of software upgrading and moving of equipment by a customer and for 
communication with suppliers and customers about escalations are elaborated. The 
design of the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System is 
shown in UML diagrams and a prototype has been realized in Microsoft Access for a 
realization view and evaluated. Then, a project organization, a work breakdown 
structure, the risks of adding another database and an architecture for the realization 
of the CRM application are briefly described in the implementation plan and 
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realization phase. Finally, the designs are evaluated in reference to quality 
requirements and regarding consistency between enterprise, model and system. 

Depth Analysis 

For depth analysis, second visits because of out-of-stock parts, unskilled engineers, 
and over time service jobs were evaluated with respect to the number of service 
engineers employed. The judgement instrument which was drawn out for diagnosis 
contains several steps to find out about the real cause of second visits. In case were it 
was impossible to make a judgement, only the judgement instrument was described. 
In addition, supply risks have been evaluated. 

Conclusions 

The general conclusion of the final study project is to provide the information from 
information systems for the support of business needs for interaction with customers 
and communicate escalations to suppliers, complaints, replacement of parts, software 
upgrading and moving of equipment. 

The conclusions are further elaborated into four topics: the conclusions of a service 
working method according to ITIL, the conclusions according to the Integrated Life 
Cycle Costing Database, the conclusion from the design of templates and the 
conclusion of a digital maintenance service request. 

The conclusions of a service working method according to ITIL are the following: 

• The ' request for change ' for parts can be an obstacle. If apart has to be 
replaced, then a customer has to approve a request from a service engineer for 
that replacement. This causes longer waiting times for the service engineers 
and results in longer service times and lower availability, hut a service 
working method according to ITIL increases the quality of administration. 

• ITIL should be part of the quality system, according to the ISO 8402 norm. 
• Based on customer needs, ITIL should be used for moving of equipment and 

software upgrading. 
• Reporting through the ITIL service working method is a service option. 
• The definitions of the management function differ between the use in ITIL in 

literature and the use by clients. For example with ' capacity management' is 
meant ' resource management' in the literature and 'print volume ' by clients. 

The conclusions regarding to the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database are the 
following: 

• the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database can give a good insight in 
performances and costs of service for Océ and for customers online. 

• the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database also has the function of a 
management information system, because the function corrects and regulates 
after measurement of the key performance indicators; i.e. stock and resource 
capacities. 

The conclusion from the design of the templates is as follow: 

• the templates are easy tools to use through e-mail for Océ, customers and 
suppliers to solve problems and manage request for changes. 
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The conclusion about the digital maintenance service request is the following: 

• the digital maintenance service request is a good solution to reduce waiting 
time for customers at the telephone and communicate directly to visit 
scheduling. 

Recommendations 

The following solutions to reduce the high service costs and to increase the customer 
service are recommended: 

• Make the scores of the costs and performances and ITIL reporting available 
online for customers (see Appendix VI) 

• Make use of the template to communicate with suppliers and for the 
management of the request for change. 

• U se the redesigned business processes for the management of the request for 
change. 

• Make agreements on arrival times and closing times for service engineers, to 
avoid second visits through time. For example, if a service engineer needs two 
and a halfhours for the service visit, hut arrives at 16:00h and the customer 
closes at 18:00h, then the service engineer has to visit the next day. Then the 
latest arrival time for that specific service visit request should be 15 :30h. 

• Verification of error-code and product number: in this way, Océ can explain a 
cause of a second visit through not skilled engineers. lt answers the question if 
the right person is sent to the right place, because a customer can accidentally 
communicate the wrong error code and product number. 

• U se the digital maintenance service request with customers who want to use 
this solution to avoid waiting times at call intake. The digital maintenance 
service request can be sent immediately to scheduling by a planner through 
e-mail. 

Proposed Changes 

The proposed changes in the UML diagram are the request for change of parts, 
software upgrading and moving of equipment with attributes, and the communication 
of the error-code. The balanced scorecard with defined key performance indicators is 
modeled as well. The key performance indicators are response time, service visit time, 
supply confidence, required availability, and occupancy of the devices and are part of 
the service level agreement. Penalties, supply confidence and occupancy are added as 
an attribute. Also, serial number and customer data are added as attribute to the 
maintenance service request which flows through the process. The proposed changes 
for the model of information systems contain the request for changes for parts and 
moving of equipment and software upgrading, maintenance activities, arrival times 
and closing times. Arrival times and closing times are added to the model in the 
service level agreement, to avoid second visits through time. 
In the report the changes are described for the information systems that are in use in 
the incident handling process at Océ Sales and Services organization: OCS, Clarify 
and STAR. The proposed implementation of customer facing services will leverage 
the MyOcé development. 
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Pre face 

This document contains the final report for my final study project at Océ
Technologies B.V., a unit within Océ. 

Océ-Technologies B.V. is responsible for the research and development, production 
and marketing of Océ devices and has the task to support the regional sales and 
service organizations with new technological developments and know-how to 
efficiently manage devices. 

My task has been threefold: to develop a service working method according to ITIL 
which fits in the current business processes; to design an application which gives 
continuous insight for customers in the costs and performance of printer fleet; 
and to design templates for the communication of escalations to suppliers. 

It was very instructive to recognise, analyse, diagnose and solve problems through a 
helicopter view and with the know-how from technology management. 

I would like thank my supervisors Dr. J.B.M. Goossenaerts, Dr. Ir. H.Eshuis both of 
the TU/e, and Ir. R. Kersemakers of Océ for the support of my final study project. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In the first chapter the company profile of Océ N.V. is described, with an organization 
structure, a market description, and the initial assignment. This chapter concludes 
with an overview of the report. 

1.1 Background of the assignment 

The final study project was executed at Océ-Technologies B.V. in Venlo. The task 
was to assist this R&D department of Océ N.V in improving the service methodology. 
The assignment is targeted at the business unit Digital Document Systems for the 
professional office market. The motivations of the assignment originate from the 
following problem areas: 

• high service costs, 
• demanding customers and price pressure, 
• low customer satisfaction, 
• gross income growth decreases, 
• print volume decreases. 

The assignment is expected to focus on the alignment of the service working method 
of the IT department of the customer with the service processes of Océ. 

1.2 Company profile 

Océ supplies printing products and services on the global market and through their 
sales and service organizations in 30 countries. 

Océ enables people to share information with each other. Therefore, Océ offers 
products and services for the (re) production, presentation, distribution and the 
management of document flows. The assortment covers software, copying and print 
systems and materials. Hence, the organization offers her customers innovative 
services for consultancy, outsourcing and financing. 
The mission statement of Océ is formulated as follow: 

Efficiënt information exchange: Océ enables its customers to manage their documents 
efjiciently and effectively by offering innovative print and document management 
products and services for professional environments. 

Océ strives to a distinguished position on the world market, with advanced products 
that can differentiate through high quality, reliability, productivity, sustainability and 
user friendly-ness. The assortment is mainly developed and produced by Océ. Y early, 
about 7% of gross income is invested in research and development. 

Through direct sales and services Océ offers a direct relationship with customer 
professional support. Therefore Océ offers always the most actual market information 
on their products and services to react adequately on the needs in the markets. 

Océ-Nederland B.V. provides in and from's-Hertogenbosch with more than thousand 
people personnel the marketing, sales and support of the Océ products and services in 
the Netherlands. The customers of Océ are above all active in office surroundings and 
in industrial and graphical sectors. 

Océ's strategy is aiming at growing the number of machines in its field, to generate 
more recurring revenues. Therefore cost price reductions of manufacturing 

Source: 11 
the Océ organization: http://www.oce.com/nl/ About/Profile/Business+organization.htm 
results third quarter 2006: http://dl.oce.com/downloads/En/Pdf/ir/qreports/2006q3gb.pdf 



outsourcing efforts are passed on to the customer. This gives the opportunity to 
compete in large tenders with extra strength. The competition is fierce, but the board 
is convinced that this strategy is the best way to drive the recurring revenues in the 
longer run to a higher level. 

1.3 Market description 

Océ Sales and Services sell digital document systems and wide format printing 
systems to several mark et segments: 

• Architecture, engineering, building and construction 
• Financial providers 
• Health care 
• Logistic providers 
• Manufacturing 
• Education 
• Repro shops 
• Editors of books 
• Editors of newspapers 

The products are divided into printers, copiers, scanners, finishing processing devices, 
plotters and supplies. The printers are divided into black-white small format printing 
systems, printing systems for offices, for production, color printing systems and wide 
format printing systems. 

1.4 Organization structure 

The organization structure of Océ N.V. is divided into Océ Venlo and Group 
Departments. The detailed organization structure is confidential and therefore not 
described in the report. Moreover, there are sales and service organizations in 30 
countries, divided into Digital Document Systems and Wide Format Printing Systems. 
The scope of the assignment contains the business unit Digital Document Systems for 
the professional office market. 
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The schematic organization chart of Océ N.V. is given in figure 4 below: 
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1.5 Initial Assignment 
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Océ has developed printers for copying/printing/scanning for the professional office 
market. These printers are often supplied to customers as a fleet in stead of one single 
printer. 

An Océ customer' s service working method fits with a certain printer fleet. This 
working-method has elements for the maintenance of hardware as well as for software 
at the customer. A service request is typically done by a facility manager in a 
customer organization. By the digitalizing of work methods, the IT department 
becomes a stakeholder in the service process and sets new requirements. In the 
research study the central theme is to align the service working method of the IT 
department of the customer with the service processes of Océ. Concrete examples of 
the interaction with customers and suppliers are: 

1. The service method of IT: professional customer IT departments have 
arranged a working method according to ITIL and expect from Océ that their 
service working method fits in the ITIL view. 

2. Insights in fleet printers: a customer demands insights in the performance of 
his fleet printers on fixed times, to right-size the fleet and have continuous 
insight in the billing of the print cost. 

3. Escalation of problems toa supplier: this happens mainly by telephone, but in 
the digital era the customer expects more. 

Océ R&D asks for a process proposal for a digital service working-method for the 
Business unit Digital Document Systems that can be customized to fit with ITIL. 
Secondly, Océ R&D asks how to provide insight in the performance of a fleet of 
printers and insight in the billing of the costs to customers. Thirdly, Océ R&D asks for 
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a digital tool to communicate about escalations of problems from customers to Océ as 
supplier. During further discussions with the project coordinator at Océ it was 
indicated that additional aspects of the service process must be considered as context 
for the assignment. These were the second visits for maintenance, the information 
systems, and contracts. These additional aspects of the service process were not 
covered by the original problem statement and assignment. However outside the 
scope, hut part of the context, because of their role in the overall service process and 
their impact on the service costs, these topics have also been addressed for the project. 

The topics for the original assignment are covered in chapters 1, 3, 4 and 5. 

1.6 Overview of the report 

In chapter 2 the research model is presented and a project plan for the assignment is 
developed accordingly. Chapter 3 describes the orientation phase. A problem 
definition is concluded from the interpretation of the assignment and a problem is 
selected from the problem statement. In chapter 4 the service system is mapped in 
domain models and process models, the analysis of problems is described as well as 
judgement instruments, which are used for the diagnosis of causes. Chapter 5 starts 
with a solution plan for the selected improvement proposals. Then, scenarios for 
customer service, an Integrated view of the information systems through an Integrated 
Life Cycle Costing Database, a Collaboration view and the proposed changes for the 
TO-BE domain models and templates for customer service are designed. In chapter 6, 
the implementation plan is described for the solutions and for the integrated life cycle 
costing database. A project organization, architecture for realization and work 
breakdown structure with estimated costs is developed for the integrated life cycle 
costing database. A prototype of the Integrated Life Cycle Costing database is 
described in MS Access as well, but described in Appendix VIII. In chapter 7, the 
evaluation of the design solutions by means of quality requirements is described. In 
chapter 8, the conclusions and recommendations are described. 
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Chapter 2 Approach for the lmprovement Project 

In this chapter the research model is presented and a project plan for the assignment is 
developed accordingly. 

The regulative cycle (Van Strien, 1975) is used for problem solving in the Océ service 
work system. The Océ service work system contains the service process and the IT 
systems supporting it. The service process is divided into a call handling process and a 
maintenance service process. 

By applying the methodology important problems can be notified which can affect the 
original assignment. 

A domain model for the work system is used, because ICT is involved in the process. 

This chapter concludes with the approach of the improvement project, a research 
model and a management implementation plan. 

2.1 Regulative cycle 
The regulative cycle contains an orientation phase, an analysis and diagnosis phase, a 
design phase, an implementation phase and an evaluation phase. 
The regulative cycle is illustrated in figure 5: 

Regulative Cycle 

.-----------------------------------------------------------, 
: Orientation phase 
1 
1 
1 

Evaluation 

Realization and 
change plan 

Solution plan and 
design 

Figure 5 Regulative cycle [Van Strien, 1975} 

1 nterpretation of 
assignment, 

problem definitions 

Analysis & 
diagnosis 
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Orientation phase: 
In this phase the problems are recognized, the problem definitions are described and 
the original assignment is interpreted. The problem definitions may be difficult 
recognizable depending on situations and opinions, motives, of employees with power 
and influence. The orientation phase and its results are described in chapter 3. 

Analysis and diagnosis phase: 
The analysis and diagnosis phase addresses the causes of the main problems that are 
recognized in the first place. The main causes are recorded, which result in a problem 
statement. In the analysis and diagnosis phase the Océ service work system is 
mapped, and its performance is analysed. Using judgement instruments, a diagnosis is 
performed. 
• The object of the research: the phenomenon that is being studied, often apart of 

an operational process or development process. 
• The research view: a theoretic view from different disciplines logistics, financial, 

information systems, etc. delivers judgement instruments. 
• The confrontation between theory and practice: theory doesn't fit with practice. In 

each phase of the research it must be examined which theoretic views are relevant 
for the real world situation. 

• The results of the research include the domain and process models, the problem 
register and their diagnosis . 

The results of the analysis and diagnosis phase are described in chapter 4. 

Design phase: 
The design phase starts with the generation of the solution ideas. Proposals for 
improvement are developed and after a thorough analysis a design objective is agreed 
with problem owner. For the design objective a solution plan is made and executed. 

Implementation phase: 
The design is evaluated by the stakeholders of the Océ service work system. A 
prototype is realized and evaluated based on practical applicability. An 
implementation plan is drafted. 

2.2 Modeling in work system change projects 

Model driven engineering is used for the work system mapping in the analysis and 
design phase. 

The Océ service work system is an IT-reliant work system. F or the specification of its 
domain and activities we make use of High-Level Petri nets and UML Class diagrams 
to draw up conceptual or computational independent models (CIM) in the sense of 
MDA (logical view in Figure 3). An existing work system (AS-IS) is mapped and 
identified stakeholder needs are described. 

The development and implementation in the physical view of the designed system 
specification will deliver the TO-BE physical realization meeting the identified needs. 
This is part of solution plan, design, realization and implementation plan. 

The modeling of the AS-IS situation and the TO-BE situation are added to the 
regulative cycle because the work system is IT-reliant (Goossenaerts, 2005). 

The development view targets a description of the actual software. The physical view 
contains the physical realization mapping of the software to the hardware. 
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The logical view contains the functional description of a TO-BE situation, anchored in 
an information model. The process view contains the process model for the TO-BE 
situation, which are anchored in an information model. For the final study project, 
only the AS-IS situation and the proposed changes are designed. 

2.3 Approach model for the improvement project 

The approach for the service work system improvement project is designed and given 
in figure 7: 
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Due to the confidential nature of the Océ data only limited information was available 
for the study. When information was absent, I have indicated the method how to 
handle data, and which criteria to use in the evaluation of the information to arrive at 
the solution for that part of the process. 

External orientation 
A. For the study a literature study was done on e-maintenance and maintenance 
activities and data were obtained in interviews with Océ staff. 

B. The literature ofIT service management contains literature oflTIL. [Peter Janssen 
(2003)]. The literature ofITIL is used as ajudgement instrument for the maintenance 
service process and planning of capacities and for redesign. 

C. Process modeling and domain modeling is used for the mapping of the service 
process and service organization and the modeling of the TO-BE situation. 

Internal orientation 
D. The interviews with specialists are used to gather problems and to have a common 
understanding on the object of the study. 

E. Data about the object is collected for analysis. The collected data is described in 
paragraph 3. 7. 

Mapping and Analysis 
In the part which covers mapping the AS-IS situation of is 'mapped' in UML diagrams 
and Petri nets. The AS-IS situation covers the information systems and the 
maintenance service process. An analysis was done for the problem statement. In the 
analysis phase also the problems with capacity planning, inventory management, and 
maintenance service process in the field are recognized in Appendix I and opinions of 
causes from interviews with employees and collected data are described in the 
Appendix as well, because this was mainly described from a logistic perspective. 

Diagnosis 
After the analysis of the causes of the problems which are described in Ishikawa 
diagrams and are allocated per strategie, tactical and operational level, the causes are 
diagnosed through a judgement using the instruments derived from the literature. 

Solution plan 
The solution plan and change plan contain solutions from the directions of 
improvements and research from a literature study. 

Design 
Then, a redesign is made and evaluated. The design phase contains models and 
designs. The design phase ends with an implementation plan for realization. 

Realization 
The design should also be realized. The choices for realization must be defended. 

Evaluation 
The design and realization of a design must be evaluated based on quality 
requirements. 
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The research plan is described in the following table and contains the activities, time
scale and results: 

T bl 1 a e M t 1 anagemen t Pl mprovemen an 
Activities per phase Time-scale Described in Deliverables 

chapter 
Orientation 11-10-2006 to 

11-01-2007 
1. Approach for the Chapter 2 Methodologies and approach 
improvement project model 
2. Literature study on the Literature study Literature study 
subjects and IT service report 
management 
3. Interpretation of the Paragraph 3 .5 Interpretation of assignment 
assignment 
Mapping and analysis Concurrent 

Engineering 
4. Mapping of the service Chapter 4 Petri nets and UML diagrams 
process and maintenance 
organization 
5. Analysis ofproblems and Appendix I Analysis 
interpretation of data 
Diagnosis 11-10-2006 to 

11-01-2007 
6. Development of judgement Appendix I Judgement instrument 
instrument 
5. Diagnosis of the causes of Appendix I Diagnosis 
discovered problems 
7. Feedback on results 2,3,4,5 - Action plan 
Solution plan 11-01-2007 to 

13-04-2007 
8. Propose and select solutions Chapter 5 Proposal of solutions and selection 

of proposals 
9. Draw out of the problem Chapter 4 Reformulation of the assignment, 
statement problem statement 
10. Literature study for the Chapter 6 Quality specifications, general 
design and design specifications References modelling techniques 
11 . Create basis and energy Chapter 6,7 Participants for the project and 
among participants product breakdown structure 
12. Describe solutions Chapter 6 Solutions and recommendations 
13. Presentation Presentation 
Realization 17-05-2007 to 

01-06-2007 
14. Realization of the design Chapter 7 Design of the Integrated Life 

Cycle Costing database and design 
of scenarios, design of TO-BE 
situations for IS and 
implementation plan 

15. Develop an improvement Chapter 8 Implementation plan, Project 
plan organization and work breakdown 

structure, estimated costs 
16. Evaluation of the new Chapter 9 Evaluation and added value 
models and system 
17. Final presentation 20-08-2007 Presentation 
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Chapter 3 Orientation 

The orientation phase started with a literature study on e-Maintenance and on ITIL 
and an interview with an IT software engineer from Océ R&D. 
The literature study was done for the extemal orientation on the subject. The intemal 
orientation contains the interviews with employees and data collection from these 
employees. 

In this chapter the aspects for the orientation phase are reported, containing the 
incident handling process, the problem statement from the starting point, an 
interpretation of the assignment, the research questions for the research at Océ, 
the selected employees for orienting interviews and the interview techniques, data 
acquisition and a problem definition. 

3.1 External orientation 

In the extemal orientation a literature study is done on ITIL as IT service working 
method. ITIL contains processes for change management, problem solving 
management, incident management and several other management processes. These 
management processes are described in the literature study report. The change 
management process and incident and problem solving management process from 
ITIL are relevant, because they introduce the ' request for change ' . Other literature 
study is done on process modeling, domain modeling for the mapping and business 
process redesign and a study on e-maintenance to gain knowledge on remote 
maintenance solutions. 

3.2 Internal orientation 

For the intemal orientation data were acquired and information is retrieved from 
interviews using predetermined techniques. The sources of the research are described 
in table 2: 

T bl 2 a e d t . 'f a a acqms1 ion 
Acquired data Used for 
KEMA audit report Directions of improvement 
Data from Intranet of Océ Organization structure and market description 
Sheets from Service Support Manager Data on second visits and performance 
ISO Quality documents Maintenance service process 
Logistic documents Supply confidence 
Quality Manual Description of the global service process 

Orientation interviews 
The interviews with specialists and data about the object are used to describe the 
service chain, the service process, and service organization and recognize current 
problems. The business processes were discussed with the quality manager to verify if 
it fits with ITIL. The current situation is discussed with the IT software engineer and 
the IT engineer. The logistic key performance indicators, availability and supply 
confidence, are distinguished, in cooperation with the Pleet manager of Océ Sales and 
Service. From the literature study on ITIL it is became clear that the service working 
method doesn' t fit with the physical maintenance service action of the current incident 
management process. According to the Quality Manager ITIL is not a priority for the 
Océ Sales and Service organization, because customers don' t require ITIL. 
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However, after retrieving the information from a tender from a customer, it was made 
clear that a service werking method according to ITIL was requested by a customer 
for software upgrading and moving of equipment and also by some other customers. 
The Océ stakeholders in the research process are listed in table 3. Per stakeholder the 
topics of the interview and the techniques used are listed. 

T bl 3 a e s b' u 'Jects o fd' k h ld lSCUSSlOn per sta e 0 er an d hn' tee iques 
Stakeholders Sub_jects Techniques 
Quality Manager Business processes and ITIL Oriented and qualitative 
Service Support Data from Clarify, technica! Qualitative 
Manager document, ITIL, remote services, 

service chain 
Software engineer Assignment and call management Oriented and qualitative 
R&D process 
Fleet manager Logistic performance indicators Oriented and qualitative 
Service analyst Impact of predictive maintenance Qualitative 

and monthly volume on service 
costs 

IT engineer Organization of services within Océ Oriented and qualitative 
R&D 

IT software engineer Supply Risk Qualitative, basic theory 
approach, sjabloon 

IT software engineer Inventory management, Supply Qualitative, Sjabloon, 
Confidence, Integrated Life Cycle F ounded theory-approach, 
Costing Database, Capacity Basic theory approach 
planning, Three level comparison, 
Request for Change, Customer 
reporting 
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3.3 The Maintenance Service Process 

The incident handling and maintenance service processes are described. Some 
characteristic numbers are provided. 

3.3.1 Maintenance service process 

Overall the maintenance service process is broader then the incident handling process 
and includes scheduled maintenance, contract master data collection and the 
monitoring of the key performance indicators and handling of complaints. The 
maintenance service process is used for the assignment, because monitoring of the 
service level agreement and complaint handling is also part of ITIL. The contract 
master data are the data in the Service Agreement and Service Level Agreement on 
Key Performance Indicators, response time, service time, scheduled services, 
occupancy, contact location data and periodic reporting. Jobs are assigned after a 
request for maintenance service from a call intake or a scheduled maintenance task. 
Then, the service engineer provides the maintenance service and a registration of 
maintenance service takes place through a technical document. Then, the service is 
invoiced and a complaint claim can be placed. Key performance indicators are 
monitored through the process. 
The maintenance service process contains the activities after the call handling process 
from incident handling. The boundary with the incident handling process include the 
maintenance scheduling, maintenance service job assignment and preparation, the 
maintenance service action, registration of the maintenance service and sales 
invoicing for non-contract customers. 
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In figure 8, the maintenance service process is modeled using High Level Petri net 
technique: 
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3.3.2 Incident handling process 

The incident handling process of Océ starts with a call initiation by the customer 
when an incident cannot be solved through the customer self help or frequently asked 
questions. After a call initiation the call management process starts with a call intake 
and a call screening to further pin point the nature of the customers' incident. This is 
done by using questionnaires or analyzing error codes of the devices involved. If the 
incident is then not yet solved, then a service visit of a skilled service engineer is 
scheduled. The service action contains a visit preparation, a service action and 
reporting to the customer and Océ Sales and Service. Finally, an invoice is sent to the 
customer for the call intake, scheduling and service action. 

In figure 9, the incident handling process is given: 

Customer 
Self Help 

Initiation 

Call 
Management 

Call Call Intake Call 
Screening lnitiation 

Escalation Management 

Service 
Scheduling 

Scheduling 
& Dispatch 

Service Actions 

Visit Service 
preparation Action 

Figure 9 The incident handling process [source: quality manual} 

In voice 

Reporting lnvoice 

About 12000 calls are coming in per month, 3,225% is solved at call intake, 16,5% is 
solved at call screening and 50% of the incoming calls go directly to service planning. 
16% of calls are solved within half an hour. 12% of service visits need a second visit. 
A customer can also send a data dump with information from the device through 
internet. The data dump of a device contains information on print speed, printer count 
and failures. 
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In the figure 10, the percentages of incident solving per activity are illustrated: 
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Call Intake Screening Service Action Second Visits 

Figure 10 Percentages of incident solving per activity [Source: sheets from 
Service Support Manager] 

The organization uses the balanced scorecard to measure performance indicators on 
finance and logistics, intemal business process, and to judge the score on pre-set 
threshold values and to set targets. 

In the table below, the scorecard perspectives and performance indicators are 
described: 

Table 4 Performance indicators 
Pers ective 
Finance 
Lo istics 
Intemal business rocesses 

There area few problems that occur with the service actions3
: 

o double visits to service a printer 
o unnecessary visits for printer counts 
o escalations of problems still occur through telephone and customers expect a 

digital service working method. There is no maintenance request e-form. 
o service engineers are dispatched, hut not always skilled for the task. 
o spare parts are not always on stock. 

3 Source: IT Software Engineer, Océ R&D 
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3.4 Problem statement 

The main problems identified during the interviews are: 
• high service costs 
• high demanding customers and price pressure 
• low customer satisfaction 
• gross income growth decreases 
• print volume decreases 

Therefore, the problem statement from the starting point is defined as follow: 

High service costs, a decrease of gross income growth of 4% and a decrease of profit 
margin per customer in the business unit Digital Document Systems and low customer 
satisfaction 

3.5 Problem definitions 

From the problem statement the following problems have been selected in cooperation 
with the supervisors for investigation: 

'High service costs for the Business Unit Digital Document Systems and low customer 
satisfaction' ,. .. 

From the information systems perspective the problem definition is defined as follow: 

1. Incomplete information systems, because the information systems don't support the 
business needs for interaction with customers. 
2. Lack of a performance and cost measurement information system which provides that 
information online and makes it available for customers 

·•. 

3. There is no agreed method to communicate with suppliers about escalations of problems 
4. There is no digital maintenance request form for the incident handling process 

3.6 Reformulation of the assignment 

From the original assignment, based on the results from the orientation phase, an 
interpretation is agreed as follows: 
• To investigate how ITIL fits with the maintenance service process and how ITIL 

can offer more value to customers and how the information systems have to be 
organized according to ITIL. 

• To design an Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System, that 
provides insight on performance of a printer fleet and billing of the print cost. This 
is necessary for the communication of the scores of key performance indicators to 
high demanding customers. 

• To design a Template for the communication with suppliers to solve escalation 
problems at incident handling management. 

• To design an incident handling process with a digital maintenance service request 
from to receive service requests from customers. 

In addition, in a research should the current problems be connected, with an analysis 
and diagnosis from different views to get knowledge about the service business and 
supply chain. Also, from the improvement proposals a selection of proposals must 
take place and a final solution plan must be made up and presented to the sponsor. 
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3.7 Scope 

The scope of the final study project contains: 
• the information systems for the incident handling process, 
• maintenance service process 

The maintenance service process is selected for the scope, because it covers the 
incident handling process and the monitoring of the key performance indicators and 
handling of complaints. 

3.8 Research questions 

The research questions related to the general problem definition and information 
system problem definition are defined as follows per phase: 

T bl 5 a e researc h f ques1ons 
Analysis phase • What are the causes of high service costs? 

• What are the causes of high demanding customers and price 
pressure? 

• What are the causes of low customer satisfaction? 
• What are the causes of gross income growth decrease? 
• What is the cause of print volume decrease per customer? 
• What is needed for a design to have insight in the performance and 

costs of a fleet of printers for customers? ( a tl eet of printer means 
more than 30 printers) 

Design phase • Is a service working method according to ITIL wanted by 
customers? 

• How should ITIL fit with the maintenance service process? 
• How can the escalations of problems to a supplier be managed? 

Evaluation phase • Is the design conforming the requirements and needs and is it 
applicable? 

The research questions in the analysis are not in the scope of the assignment but are 
defined for an extended research in Appendix I and chapter 4. This research is 
necessary to investigate the actual causes of current problems and redesign business 
processes and the information systems accordingly. The research questions for the 
design phase are described in the chapters 5, 6 and Appendix VI. The evaluation 
phase is described in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 4 Mapping, Analysis and Diagnosis 

This chapter contains the mapping of the Océ service information system, with a 
focus on the current incident handling process, the information requirements and the 
organization. The models of the service organization are divided in an extemal market 
model and an intemal model. The models of the service organization are divided in an 
extemal market model and an intemal model. 

A problem analysis is made on strategie, tactical and operational level in Ishikawa 
diagrams with the causes of the main problems. The problems on strategie level 
contain the problems in relation to the environment. The problems on tactical level 
contain the problems in relation to people and processes. The problems on operational 
level contain the problems in relation to the efficiency of the process. 
The causes of problems which are described are opinions of employees obtained in 
interviews and collected data. Therefore judgement instruments derived from 
literature are necessary for a diagnosis of actual causes and thorough research and for 
the judgement of the original assignment. The judgements are done for the causes for 
which it was possible to set up a judgement instrument. The problem analysis and 
diagnosis is described in Appendix 1. 

Choices of views 

A helicopter view of the service chain was created to have a corporate insight in the 
service chain and to do a supply risk analysis. The supply risk analysis is done to get 
insight in the 'bottleneck' items, because the 'availability' of the device mainly 
depends on these parts. Therefore predictive maintenance is needed for 'bottleneck' 
items. This is described in Appendix 1. 

The UML diagram is used to describe entities in the organization and the business 
domain and have agreement on terms. Also, it can be used for the design of the 
template to communicate with suppliers about escalations of problems (this means 
that when a problem cannot be solved at call handling and must be escalated to a 
supplier). 
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The description of the symbols used for modelling is as follow: 

UML Petri-Net 

Entity Activity 

Attribute 

one 0 state 

IS-A 

l..* one to many • token 

0 .. * none to many 

store 

* many 

0,1 none or one 

Figure 11 Description of symbols 

Helicopter view 

The supply chain of Océ service work system is depicted in figure 12: 

JU, 
Factoiy -...------. 

Océ 

JU.
- ... ~ 

Warehouse 
Venlo 
~tnrlr 

Factoiy 

Supplier 

Figure 12 Service Supply Chain 

Warehouse 
City Stock 

Car 
Stock 

The vehicle of the service engineer is refilled every day from the city stock after a 
service action. Occasionally, a taxi is ordered to supply apart from the City stock 
when a backorder occurs and from the Venlo stock for the shortfall ( when the part is 
not available at the city stock and car stock). 

The customer order decoupling point is for some parts at the warehouse of Océ and 
for some parts at the city stock. For example, the TTF string is expensive and 
therefore not always on stock at the City Stock. 
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The information systems of Océ, which are described in the following paragraphs, 
are: 

• OCS is used to search and retrieve warranty data, contract data, service type, 
contact data and invoicing data. OCS is used at call intake by the call centre 
agents, at call screening by the screeners and at invoicing by the finance and 
administration department. 

• Clarify contains a scenario management application to solve an incident, an 
application to describe and store incidents and an application to find data from 
certain products. These applications are used by the call centre agents and 
screeners and service support manager. 

• Star is the application for the service engineer to report data after a service 
visit and to manage the stock in the car. The service support manager and fleet 
managers use the information from the maintenance report for performance 
measurement. 

The stakeholders in the process are extemal and intemal. Extemal stakeholders are the 
customers and suppliers. 

There are several intemal stakeholders: 
• Service support managers 
• Quality managers 
• Logistic managers 
• Service managers 
• Field service managers 
• Call Centre Agents or Call Intakers 
• Screeners 
• Schedulers or planners 
• Service engineers or Field Technician 
• Administrators of the business controlling department 
• Controller of Océ N.V. 
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In figure 13, the departments of the organization structure including the intemal 
stakeholders of Océ Digital Document Systems are depicted: 

Business Unit Digital 
Document Systems 

1 

Business Service 
Controlling Manage-

ment 

1 1 1 

Support Logistics Service Field Service 
Operations Management 

Call Intake ~ Logistic 1 Application 
Planning management -

Service 

1 
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Call Technica( 
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~ Veghel Service 
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Service Environ-
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Figure 13 Organization structure Océ Digital Document Systems 

In figure 14, the information flows between the customer work system and the 
different information systems are shown in a conceptual architecture: 

- Customer - Worksystem 

Maintenance 
Service Request 

,, 
Service Visit 

Request 
Solution ocs - STAR 

" 
Service Visit 

Maintenance Request 
Service Request 

,, 

Clarify 

Figure 14 Information flows between customer and information systems 
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4.1 Mapping 

In this paragraph the AS-IS situation of the information systems is mapped in UML 
diagrams. The AS-IS situation domain models has been acquired through reverse 
engineering, on the basis of study of the information systems. If there was no 
illustration on the information system, then the domain model was created through 
gathering of information about the information system through discussions with the IT 
software engineer and literature study. The common thread of the UML models is the 
maintenance service request. An instance (token) flows through the process and is 
possibly transformed into a service visit request for a service action. 

4.1.1 Domain model for OCS 

OCS is used to search and retrieve warranty data, contract data, service type, contact 
data and invoicing data. OCS is used at call intake by the call centre agents, at call 
screening by the screeners and at invoicing by the finance and administration 
department. The data from OCS are described in the domain model of the extemal 
view of the service organization. 

Maintenance Service Request 
lnitiates 

1.: 1 Error_code: string 1 
-

1 Product_numbec string 

Service Contract Serial_number: string H 
Customer 1... 1... Problem description: string 

Customer name: string Agrees Contract_no._description: string 

Con~in Customer ID: string 

b 
Organization 

Name: string 
Contract location: string 
Contract address: string 
Contract ZIP code: string 
Contract city: string 
Contract country: string 
Contract telephone numbec integer 
Contract E-mail address: string 
Contact location: string 
Contact address: string 
Contact ZIP code: string 
Contact city: string 
Contact country: string 
Contact telephone numbec string 
Contact E-mail address: string 

Customer_ID: string 
Contract start date: date 
Contract end date: date 
Price: decimal 
Serial numbec string 
lnsurance: string 
lnvoice cusomtec string 
Service type: string 
Warranty days: string 
Warranty type: string 
Warranty period: string 

Containsl 

1 

1.: 

Service Level Agreement 

Product_number(s): string 
Periodic_reporting: string 
Contact_person: string 
Contact_function: string 

Contact withl 
1 

1 1 
Organization unit 

Name: string 
Telephone number: integer 
E-mail: string 
Location: string 
Daily werking hours: decimal 

Figure 15 Domain model for OCS 
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ervice Visit Request 
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Order_duedate: decimal 
Product_numbec string 
Enror_code: string 
Serial_number. string 

o .. • lncident_code: string 
--- ustomer_name: string 
as Customer_ID: string 

Product_location: string 
Device_type: string 

1 . .' Contact location: string 
Contact address: string 
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The maintenance service request will often result in a service visit, and may include 
additional actions for the copiers in the fleet of the customer. Moreover, it is assumed 
that the preventive maintenance schedule is stored in OCS. 
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4.1.2 Domain model for Clarify 

Clarify contains a scenario management application to solve an incident, an 
application to describe and store incidents and an application to find data from certain 
products. These applications are used by the call centre agents and screeners and 
service support manager. The data from Clarify contain the product, part, incident 
information described in the domain model of the intemal view, which is connected to 
the information about the maintenance request and service action which is known 
beforehand. If a service visit is necessary, then the screener fills in the incident code 
in the service visit request. Otherwise, the incident is solved on the phone and a 
problem solved record is filled in by the screener to confirm in the information system 
that the problem is solved. 

Problem Solved Record 
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Figure 16 Do main model for Clarify 
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4.1.3 Do main model for STAR 

Star is the application for the service engineer to report data after a service visit and to 
manage the stock in the car. The service support manager and fleet managers use the 
information from the maintenance report for performance measurement. A service 
visit can be corrective as well as preventive and corrective and preventive combined. 
From the documentation on STAR, it was not clear ifthe schedule is part of STAR, 
hut it is added in the figure for the overview. The service engineer can select a service 
visit request from the database for a service visit. The service engineer manages the 
stock and tools in his car through the bill of lading. If the service engineer fails to 
solve the incident at the customer, then the service visit request is again stored in the 
database for a second visit. 
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4.1.4 Domain model for performance management 

The operations management data are stored at intranet in Excel and used by the field 
service manager and service support manager who are responsible for the reporting of 
scores of key performance indicators. Counter registration can both be reported by a 
service engineer or a customers' helpdesk. This data contains the measured downtime 
and response time and availability per device calculated through the maintenance 
report from service actions. 
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4.1.5 Domain model: the maintenance organization AS-IS - External 

The maintenance organization is the organization unit service management and 
services printer products and supplies products, for example consumables ('imaging 
supplies ' ) and repairable items. The maintenance organization delivers the service as 
agreed upon in the contract to the customer. The contract is a service agreement or a 
service level agreement. The maintenance department makes an agreement with a 
customer on price, delivery and insurance and a service level agreement to service the 
printer. The customer has a contact owner, usually the key operator, and a contract 
owner, someone from the purchasing department. Suppliers of the service 
organisation deliver products and/or services to the service organization. The 
maintenance organization communicates with suppliers to solve escalations of 
problems caused by products of suppliers. In the figure below, given the domain 
model for the service organization is with its customer and suppliers: 
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4.1.6 Collaborating view - AS-IS 

In the figure below, the extemal view of the maintenance service organization and 
data exchange is illustrated: 
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The maintenance service organization handles incoming maintenance service 
requests, and sends a maintenance report and invoice to the customer. lf the service 
engineer doesn't finish before target, then Océ gets a penalty, and a credit nota is sent 
to the customer. The fleet data contain the agreed reporting of data and are compared 
with the agreed performance indicators in the service level agreement by the fleet 
manager. The customer only reads the data. 
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4.1.7 Domain model: the service organization AS-IS - Internal 

The Maintenance and Service Organization is an organization unit and in the service 
process three departments are distinguished: a call centre department, a planning 
department and a service department. The organization unit has employees which 
execute certain activities in a role to service and supply products. The products consist 
of items. An item is a repairable item or an imaging supply. An item has a indicator 
with a score. A product has a product number and a repairable item has an item 
number. In the figure below, the enterprise model is illustrated for the service 
organization: 
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Figure 21 UML diagram as a specialization class of an enterprise model 
[adaptedfrom: Monique Janssen-Vul/ers (2004), enterprise modeling] 
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The fit between the models is through the three level comparison of a Maintenance 
Service Request, a Maintenance Report and an Invoice. The service planner makes a 
schedule based on the order due date and time supply agreement and the device type 
of the product or the service engineer selects a job from the schedule of service visit 
requests. Service engineers are trained per device type. Preventive maintenance is 
reported through task code 01 at sort of visit in the maintenance report. 

4.1.8 Business process view -AS-IS 

The incident handling process from the office view is described in figure 21 below: 
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The maintenance service process - level 1: office view 

The service process handles incoming calls from customers from call initiation to an 
invoice from the service action. First, the customer checks the error-code, product 
number, customer number and postal code from a sticker on the device. Then 
verification is done to check customer number and contact data, after a customer call 
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is accepted. Then a call screening takes place to diagnose the incident or the call flows 
directly to scheduling fora service visit, based on the incident. After the diagnosis, a 
service visit request is scheduled. 

In the following table the transitions and action description are described for the 
maintenance service process on office level: 

T bl 6 a e T ransi ion an d t ac 10n d escnpt10n on o ffi ice eve 
Transition Action description 
prepare call the customer prepares the call through collecting the equipment failure data from the 

device containing the error code and problem description. Other data which is 
collected is the customer number, the postal code and product number 

call initiation the customer initiates the call to Océ Sales and Service 
call intake the call centre agent of Océ Sales and Service answers the call and decides to have a 

service engineer scheduled directly by a planner or to screen the incident himself 
customer the call centre agent verifies the customer data which is described in the class 
verification 'organization unit' from the service level agreement and in the class 'organization' in 

OCS which is connected to the contract. Then the call centre agents checks the 
warranty data, service type and insurance from the contract and targets ofkey 
performance indicators from the class service level agreement 

call screening the screener screens the incident through Clarify and this results in a service action 
per incident containing an incident code, a solution description and the part number 
and part description which has to be repaired or replaced, belonging to a certain error 
code 

scheduling the planner checks the order due date, travelling time and arrival time based on the 
anticipation incident code and solution description 
scheduling the planner creates a schedule of service visits requests based on earliest due date 

In table 7 the PCC map for the office view of the incident handling process is 
described. 

T bl 7 a e PCC map or mei ent h dl" an mg-o ffi ice view 
Places in Office Management Class-construct 
Customers Employee (known from SLA) 
maintenance service request Maintenance Service Request * 
call prepared EMS: (Employee, Maintenance Service Request) 
Call centre agents Call Centre Agent 
call in process ECM: (Employee, Call Centre Agent, Maintenance Service Request) 
contract, service level agreement, Contract*, Service Level Agreement*, KPI *, Organization Unit*, 
KPI, organization unit, Organization * 
organization 
service action per incident Service Action per incident 
customer verified ECCSM: (Employee, Call Centre Agent, Contract, Service Level 

Agreement, KPI, Organization Unit, Organization, Service Action per 
incident, Maintenance Service Request) 

Screeners Screener 
problem solved record Problem solved record 
incident screened ESSMP: (Employee, Screener, Maintenance Service Request, Service 

Action, Problem Solved Record) 
Planners Planner 
scheduling anticipated EPM: (Employee, Planner, Maintenance Service Request) 
service visits request Service Visit Request * 
preventive maintenance schedule Preventive Maintenance Schedule (=> Product, Product.NextPMdate) * 
visit scheduled and dispatched EPMCSSPMS: (Employee, Planner, Maintenance Service Request, 

Contract, Service Level Agreement, Service Visit Request, Preventive 
Maintenance Schedule) 
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The maintenance service process from the field view is described in the following 
figure: 
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A skilled service engineer is dispatched or the service engineer selects a maintenance 
service request from the schedule of the remote dispatching program and calls in at 
scheduling for a service visit. Then, the service engineer prepares the visit before 
dispatch, executes the service action, reports the actions through a maintenance report 
and finally an invoice is sent to the customer for customers without monthly payment 
or, based on the agreement, the visit is only logged after the service action and 
reporting for customer who pay a monthly service fee. Then the customer pays for 
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service per print. The administrator sends the invoice and monitors the key 
performance indicators and handles the complaints and credit nota, when a target is 
not met. The similarities with figure 12 from page 26 is the field view from the 
incident handling process and maintenance service process. 

In table 8, the transitions and action description are described for the field view of the 
maintenance service process on field level and settlement: 

T bl 8 a e T ·r ranst ions an d actlon d fi ld 1 escnptlon on ie eve an d sett ement 
Transition Action description 
select job the service engineer selects a service visit request based on due date or 

nearest neighbour in travelling time for remote job dispatch or the 
service visit request is selected already through the planner and then 
the visit is only prepared 

visit preparation the service engineer prepares the service visit through checking the 
bill of lading for parts in the car stock and tools 

dispatch the service engineer is then dispatched to a customer 
service action the service engineer repairs the device or replaces parts from the 

device. When a service engineer fails to solve the incident, the service 
visit request is again stored in the database. During the visit the 
starting time and ending time are stored for visit time measurement 

visit reporting and the service engineer reports the visit in a maintenance report and logs 
Jogging the maintenance report 
invoicing the administrator sends the invoice to the customer based on the 

agreement or the report is only logged 
monitoring KPI the administrator monitors the scores of the key performance 

indicators and checks them with the target. 
complaint handling the administrator handles the complaint from a customer. If a target is 
and credit nota not met, then a credit nota is sent to a customer and paid. 
settlement 

In table 9 the places in the incident handling for the field view is mapped: 

Table 9 Places in maintenance 
Places in Maintenance Class-construct 
Service engineers Service Engineer 
service visit request Service Visit Request * 
job selected SSVR: (Service Engineer, Service Visit Request) 
Bill of lading Bill of Lading * 
visit prepared SBSVR: (Service Engineer, Bill of Lading, Service Visit Request) 
service engineer SBSVR: (Service Engineer, Bill of Lading, Service Visit Request) 
dispatched 
job failedJ'job done SSSVR: (Service Engineer, Service Action, Service Visit Request) 
Maintenance report Maintenance Report * 
job completed SMR: (Service Engineer, Service Visit Request, Maintenance 

Report) 
administrators Administrator 
In voice Invoice * 
job invoiced ASVRMRI: (Administrator, Service Visit Request.OrderNumber, 

Maintenance Service Request.MaintenanceServiceRequestID, 
lnvoice.InvoiceID) 

KPI report KPI report* 
KPI monitored AK: (Administrator, KPI report) 
credit nota Credit Nota * 
END AC: (Administrator, Credit Nota) 
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4.2 Problem statement 

From the problem-analysis, diagnosis and research the following problem statement is 
defined in cooperation with the supervisors: 

A customer has no insight in the performance ofhis fleet of printers on fixed times, to right-size 
''· the fleet and to have continuous insight in the billing of the print cost. Furthermore, the service 

costs are high and Océ requires an efficient service process and better customer satis(action 

The problem statement is defined more broadly than in paragraph 3.3, because of the 
need for better customer service. The conclusion is that Océ would like to reduce 
costs of service and improve the customer satisfaction. Based on customer needs it 
was clear that customers just want to have the equipment available and that they want 
Océ to meet the agreed targets. 

4.3 Analysis and diagnosis of the maintenance service process 

Occasionally, the service engineer doesn't send the maintenance report immediately 
after the service action, but in the evening. Then, the scores of the key performance 
indicators are not valid. Correct data is needed to provide insight in the performance 
and costs to customers. Moreover, from the analysis of the maintenance process, it has 
been calculated that there are 2,5 times as much human resources as needed for the 
office management of the maintenance service process. The low occupancy is also a 
cause of high service costs. This is based on the following calculation: 

330 incoming calls per day * processing time of 3 minutes = 990 minutes, 
6 call centre agents for DDS * 8 hours * 60 minutes = 2880 minutes, 
Occupancy = 990/2880 = 0,34375 ; 2,5 times less human resources in the office 
management of the maintenance service process would lead to an occupancy of 0,86. 

4.4 Reformulation of the problem definition 

During the mapping of the information systems some missing information was 
discovered, and therefore the problem definition becomes as follow: 

1. Incomplete information systems: 
- no templates for the request for changes of parts, software upgrading, moving of equipment, 
and complaint handling 
- no error code field, 
- no arrival times and closing times, 
- missing key performance indicators in the information systems. 

2. Lack of a performance and cost measurement in the information systems and capacity 
management information system, 

3. There is no agreed method to communicate with suppliers about escalations of problems 

4. There is no digital maintenance request form for the incident handling process. 
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4.5 Design objective 
From the assignment and problem statement three improvement proposals are selected 
by the sponsor, and the focus for the new design and requirements is as follow: 

1. Business Process Redesign based on 'ITIL for management ofRequest for Change and/or for 
the verification of the error-code and product number 

2. Design an Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System (ILCCMIS) for 
the professional office market segment for the Business Unit Digital Document Systems 
Requirements for the design: 
The Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System should contain: 

• preventive and breakdown maintenance costs 
performance measurement and life cycle management of bottleneck parts 
a measurement system and causes for second visits 

• measurement of escalations to suppliers 
Furthermore, the users must be selected upfront 

3. Design a templates to communicate with suppliers and customers abont escalation of 
problems through e-mail, for the management of the request for changes, and for complaint 

handling. 

,, 4. Design a digital service process with a digital maintenance request form. 

The first three proposals are selected, because they have the highest priority. A large 
customer requires a service working method according to ITIL for the management of 
changes for software and moving of equipment. The last proposal is added by the 
sponsor later during the project. 

4.6 Quality requirements 

A professional set up and executed managed improvement project must meet the 
following quality requirements, (Van Aken, van der Bij , Berends (2001)): 

• Problem aimed 
• Design based 
• Knowledge based 
• Aimed on customers needs 
• Defend why the design solves the problem and analyze the design through a 

cost/benefit analysis 
The quality requirements will be evaluated in the evaluation phase for the solutions. 
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4.7 Unavailable information 

The unavailable information of the research which would have been useful for the 
mapping of the systems and fora depth analysis are described in the following table: 

Table 10 Unavailable information 
Unavailable information Necessary for 
Service Level Agreements and contract a check on how the model of the information 

system fits with the real world and also for a 
judgement on agreed key performance 
indicators 

Tender documents with ITIL as a request information about the exact requirements of 
customers; from one customer the ITIL 
specifications are received 

Costs of escalations of incidents to suppliers the impact on the high service costs 
Number of incidents per month from 2005 the judgement instrument on second visits 

through not skilled service engineers 
Insufficient information of STAR a model of STAR 
Information on the scheduling program domain modeling and process modeling 

System throughput time analysis and diagnosis of the incident 
handling process; because of insufficient data 
it was not possible to have ajudgement 
instrument for the process 

Screening time analysis and diagnosis of the incident 
handling process 
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Chapter 5 Solution plan and design 

The solution plan contains the improvement proposals. The improvement proposals 
are gathered from collected data, literature study and research references. From the 
improvement proposals the proposals with the highest priority are selected. 

The design phase will determine technological rules. The technological rules contain 
rules to achieve a certain result in a certain situation. The rules must be tested and 
founded from insights of the basic formulas and actions which give that rule its effect. 
The technological rules contain the scenarios for customer service, a design of an 
Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System, an UML model for 
external view, templates for communication with suppliers and customers, domain 
models of the information systems and solutions to reduce high costs. 

5.1 Solution plan 

Six improvement proposals are generated from the interviews with employees, 
sources within the organization and analysis and some are also related to the original 
assignment: 

T bl 11 a e 1 t mprovemen proposa s 
lmprovement proposal Purpose 
An Integrated Life Cycle Costing To have external insight in the performance of 
Management Information System the printer fleet, an internal system is needed 
(ILCCMIS) for internal and external insight to measure the performance and cost to 
of Key Performance Indicators and costs (for service the printer fleet. 
the customer the price which is paid). 

Design a template to communicate with To solve escalation problems through e-mail. 
suooliers 
A digital maintenance service request To archive a clear purchase order in a 

document. 
Escalations of problems still occur through 
telephone and customers expect a digital 
service working method for example an 
e-form document fora purchase order. 

Business Process Redesign based on ITIL for To design a new digital service working 
management of Request for Change method. 
Make agreements on arrival times and To avoid second visits through time 
closing times for service engineers 
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5.2 Business process redesign 

The business process redesign contains three scenarios from which the sponsor must 
select to use, the one that fits the customer profile. The second scenario can also be 
the third level, replacing the service action from the first scenario. The scenarios are 
designed as described as follow: 
Scenario 1: the management of the request for change from ITIL for changes of parts 
at the service action, 
Scenario 2: the verification of the error-code and product number at the service action, 
Scenario 3: the management of the request for change for software upgrading and 
moving of equipment at call intake. 

5.2.1 Request for Change from ITIL at the Service Action 

The service engineer diagnoses the incident at the location and concludes that a 
request for change is needed or when a customer doesn't require ITIL, there is no 
request for change and then service engineer finishes the service action. If the request 
for change is approved, then a service action follows and after the maintenance action 
has been completed, it is reported. Then the service engineer goes back to his waiting 
location. If the request for change is not approved, then the service engineer goes back 
to his waiting location. The stakeholders in the service action are the service engineers 
and the customer contact person. 
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Maintenance 
Report 

In figure 24 the service action is given for the scenario with a request for change frorn 
ITIL: 

, , 

Service Enginer 
dispatched 

, , 'Ó1agnos1s report 

Level 1 
Service Action 

service 
engineer 

Job Failed 

[service_engineer] dispatched , 

~service visit request],'' ' ',,,,,,' 

Level2 
Service Action 

__________ i ___________________________________ :::::~ 

RfC approved 

Service action 
~-r---------- execution 

1 

~----------------------------

Job done 

Service Engineer arrived 

Request for change: date, error_ code, 
part_ number; serial number, part 
_description; product number] 

equest for change: date, error_ code, 
part_number; serial_number; part 
_description; product_number] 

disapproved 

Time measure 

Job 
_____________ ! 

End 

Figure 24 Level 2: Service Action measure ö= change in the token 

Although, the new service working rnethod creates longer waiting time, the new 
service working rnethods provides better adrninistration of changes of parts and the 
approvals frorn custorners fora change. It gives the custorner also the possibility to 
approve changes of expensive parts. Another change is that a diagnosis report is 
added to the process. The service engineer has then the possibility to report the root 
cause of the problern. 
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5.2.2 Verification of the error-code at the Service Action 

The service arrives with an error-code and the product number of the device that 
needs service. The error-code is verified by the customer. If the error-code is 
approved, then a maintenance service action fellows. If the error-code is not 
approved, then the service engineer has no right skills or parts and the job fails. 
In figure 25, the scenario with verification of the error-code at the service action is 
given as follow: 

, , , , 

Service 
Engineer 
Arrived 

Level 1 Service Action 
Job Fai led 

Job Done ,.__--; _________ ___,. 
, ', , ' , ' , ' , ' , ' 

, ' Maintenance Service '', 
, ' Request '' 

,' ',, 
, ' , ' , ' , ' 

, , ''' 
, ' , ' 

, ' Service Engineer ', , ' 

, , 

, , , , 
, dispatched '' 

Service Visit Request: errorcode, ',,, 
product number] ',,, [Service 

engineer] __ __.,...---i 
' ' ' ' '------------------------------- --------- -----------------------------------

Level2 
Service Action 

Customer 
contact person 

~---- Verify error 
code and •1111----••0 Customer 
product number contact 

[ ö=error _code 
, product 
number] 

approved 

----------- Maintenance 
diagnosis and 
action 

person 
error code and 

-------------------------------------' 

Figure 25 

Job 
Done Job Failed ö== change in the token 

Level 2: Verification of the error-code and product number 

The impact on the service action is that this service werking method makes sure that a 
service engineer is sent for a specific error-code, product number and CAS-code. 
In this way, Océ can explain a cause of a second visit through not skilled engineers. lt 
reduces penalties and frustration, and increases customer service. The change is that 
the error code and product number is being verified. If the error-code and product 
number are not correct, then the service level agreement fails as well. 
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5.2.3 Verification of the error-code and product number 

On level 3, the service engineer verifies the error-code and product number with the 
maintenance service request from the customer. lf the error-code and product number 
are correct, then the service engineer can start to diagnose the cause of the incident. lf 
the error-code and/or product number are not correct, then the service engineer hasn't 
the right skill or part available. 

Diagnosis Rep rt 

Service 
Engineer 
Arrived 

Level 2 Diagnosis 
Job Failed 

Diagnosis done ,.______,,.__ _______ __,. 
, ', , ' 

, ' '' , ' , ' , ', , ' , ' , ' , ' , ', 
, ' , ' 

, , '' 
,' ''' , ' 

, '' Service Engineer '',, 
, "' dispatched ',, 

,/ [Service Service Visit Request] ',,, 
, . l '' , , engineer ------~-< , , 

, ' , ', 
~------------------------------- --------------------------------------------

Level3 
Dia gnosis 

Customer 

~---- Verify error 
code and 
product number 

[ö=error _code 
, product 
number] 

Approved 

-----------...i Execute 
diagnosis 

Figure 26 

Diagnosis 
done 

-------------------------------------' 
Job Failed 

Level 3: Verification of the error-code and product number at diagnose 
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5.2.4 Request for change from ITIL at Call Intake 

The third scenario is the scenario where the incident is screened and the request for 
change is for a software upgrading or moving of the equipment. This scenario is not 
different from the current situation, because in the current situation it is the same. It is 
designed because a large customer required a service working method according to 
ITIL for moving of equipment and software upgrading. The request for change 
contains the information described in the template for moving of equipment or 
software upgrading. The reporting and a customer view in UML are described in the 
appendices VI and VII. 

, , 
, , 

, 

START END 

O--~~~l_Le-ve-11_=~~_:~--~0 . Call Intake 

, , , 
, 

, 
, 

, 
, 

,' , 

[ request_ for _change] 

' 

Call 
initiated 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' L------------------------------- ----------------------------~ 1 

' Level 2: 
Call Intake 

Customer 
and 
Call 
Centre 
Agent 

Service 
Engineer 

Figure 27 

Request for Change 
of software or 
moving equipment 

Change requested 

request_for _change] 

Send service 
fL_________... engineer 
~ '---------"T""-

Call in process 

Level 2: Call Intake with request for change 

request_ for _change 
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In the following PCC map in table 12 the places in the scenario service action with 
request for change according to ITIL are described. 

T bl 12 a e PCC map or service ac ion, eve 12 
Places in Service Action Class-construct 
Service engineers Service Engineer 
service visit request Service Visit Request * 
service engineer arrived SSVR: (Service Engineer, Service Visit Request) 
diagnosis report Diagnosis Report * 
diagnosis SSVRDR: (Service Engineer, Service Visit Request, Diagnosis Report) 
Customer contact persons Employee (known from SLA) 
request for change Request for Change * 
request for change approved, SSVRDRR: (Service Engineer, Service Visit Request, Diagnosis 
job failed Report, Request for Change) 
maintenance report Maintenance Report * 
Job done SM: (Service Engineer, Maintenance Report) 

In the following PCC map in table 13 the places in the scenario service action with 
verification of the error code and product number are described. 

T bl 13 a e PCC map or service ac ion, eve 12 
Places in Service Action Class-construct 
service engineer Service Engineer 
service visit request Service Visit Request * 
maintenance service request Maintenance Service Request * 
error code and product number SSVRMSR: (Service Engineer, Service Visit Request, Maintenance 
verified, approved, job failed Service Request) 
maintenance report Maintenance Report * 
job done SSVRMR: (Service Engineer, Service Visit Request, Maintenance 

Report) 

In the PCC map in table 14 the places in the scenario service action with verification 
of the error code and product number are described for level 3 for diagnosis. 

T bl 14 a e PCC map fi d. or iagnosis, eve 13 
Places in Service Action Class-construct 
service engineers Service Engineer 
service visit request Service Visit Request * 
maintenance service request Maintenance Service Request * 
error code and product number SSVRMSR 
verified, approved, job failed 
maintenance report Maintenance Report * 
diagnosis done SSVRMR 

In the following PCC map in table 15 the places in the scenario request for change 
from ITIL at Call Intake are described. 

T bl 15 a e PCC map orca 11. t k ma e, eve 1 1 
Places in Call Intake Class-construct 
call centre agents Call Centre Agent 
customers Employee (known from SLA) 
request for change Request for Change * 
change requested CER: (Call Centre Agent, Employee, Request for Change) 
service engineers Service Engineer 
call in process CERS: (Call Centre Agent, Employee, Request for Change, Service 

Engineer) 
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5.3 Information System views 

In the following paragraphs the proposed changes for the information systems are 
designed. 

5.3.1 Proposed changes 

The proposed changes in the UML diagram are the request for change for parts, 
software upgrading and moving of equipment with attributes, and the communication 
of the error-code. The agreements on arrival times are necessary to avoid second visits 
through time. The request for change in STAR is necessary to have agreement on 
changes of parts for preventive maintenance and changes of expensive parts. The 
request for change in Clarify is necessary for moving of equipment and software 
upgrading which is a requirement of a customer. The balanced scorecard with defined 
key performance indicators is modeled as well. The key performance indicators are 
response time, service visit time, supply confidence, required availability, and 
occupancy and are part of the service level agreement. Penalties and occupancy are 
added as an attribute. Arrival times and closing times are added to the model in the 
service level agreement, to avoid second visits through time. Also, serial number and 
customer data are added as attribute to the maintenance service request which flows 
through the process. A maintenance service request transforms into a service visit 
request when a service visit is necessary from call screening. Based on a probability 
of a visit, a non availability measure, a model is set up to account the number of 
skilled service engineers needed in an area. This model is described in Appendix III. 
The ITIL reporting which is required by a customer is described in Appendix VI and 
the customer view in UML is described in Appendix VII. 

In the figure below, the request for changes are pictured: 

Request tor change 

Date: date 
0 .. 1 

Time: time 
Product_number: string 

~ 

1 

Request for change of Request tor change for software 
parts upgrading 

Error_code: string AS-IS location: string 
RfC_part_number: string AS-IS neighbourhood: string 
RfC_description: string AS-IS software version : string 
Approved: string TO-BE software version: string 
Approved date: date Approved by function : string 
Approved time: time Approved by name: string 
Function: string 
Name: string 

Figure 28 Request for Change 

1 
Service Action 

Do: activity 

Enumeration 
activity 

Repair 
Call 
E-mail 
Re place ment 
Diagnosis 
Check 
Software upgrade 
Move 
Preventiv e 

nee 

1 

maintena 

Request for change for moving of 
equipment 

Change description: string 
AS-IS location: string 
AS-IS neighbourhood: string 
TO-BE location: string 
TO-BE neighbourhood: string 
Date of escalation: date 
Request by function: string 
Request by name: string 
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5.3.2 Changes in the do main model for STAR 

The change in the domain model for STAR is the request for change for parts with 
detailed activities. Moreover, new attributes are added to the service visit request and 
the maintenance service request. It was assumed that these attributes were not yet 
used in the information systems. The changes for the TO-BE situation are described in 
red. 

Maintenance service request 

Maintenance Service Request ID: string 
Error-code: string 
Serial_number: string 
Product_number: string 
Problem_description: string 
Datadump: string 

Service Visit Request 

Order_number: integer 
Order_duedate: decimal 
Product_number: string 
Error_ code: string 
Serial_number: string 
lncident_code: string 
Customer_name: string 
Customer_ID: string 
Product_location: string 
Device_type: string 
Contact location: string 
Contact address: string 
Contact city: string 
Contact country: string 
Telephone number: string 
E-mail : string 
Daily working hours: string 
Earliest_arrival_time: string 
Latest_arrival_time: string 
Closing_time: string 
Name_ service_ engineer: string 
Employee_ID; string 
Name_service_engineer_for_2nd 
_ visit: string 
Employee_ID_for_2nd_visit: 
string 
Taskcode: string 

Request for change of 
parts 

Error_code: string 
RfC_part_number: string 
RfC_description: string 
Approved: string 
Approved date: date 
Approved time: time 
Function: string 
Name: string 

Figure 29 Changes in the domain model/or STAR with requestfor change ofparts 

The attributes in the request for change of parts entity are necessary to describe the 
request for a replacement of a part and get approval from an employee of a customer 
with a certain function. 
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5.3.3 Changes in the domain model for Clarify 

In the figure below, the change of the domain model for Clarify are the requests for 
change for software upgrading and moving of equipment with detailed activities. New 
attributes are added in the maintenance service request and service visit request. 
lt was assumed that these attributes were not yet used in the information systems. 
The changes for the TO-BE situation are described in red. 

Maintenance service request 

Maintenance Service Request ID: string 
Error-code: string 
Serial_number: string 
Product_number. string 
Problem_ description: string 
Datadump: string 

Service Visit Request 

Order _number: integer 
Order_duedate: decimal 
Product_number: string 
Error_code: string 
Serial_number: string 
lncident_code: string 
Customer_name: string 
Customer_ID: string 
Product_location: string 
Device_type: string 
Contact location: string 
Contact address: string 
Contact city: string 
Contact country: string 
Telephone number: string 
E-mail: string 
Daily werking hours: string 
Earliest_arrival_time: string 
Latest_arrival_time: strng 
Closing_time: string 
Name_service_engineer: string 
Employee_ID; string 
Name_ service_ engineer _for _ 2nd 
_ visit: string 
Employee_ID_for_2nd_visi t: string 
Taskcode: string 

Request lor change lor software 
upgrading 

AS-IS location: string 
AS-IS neighbourhood: string 
AS-IS software version : string 
TO-BE software version: string 
Approved by function : string 
Approved by name: string 

Request tor change tor moving of 
equipment 

Change description: string 
AS-IS location: string 
AS-IS neighbourhood: string 
TO-BE location: string 
TO-BE neighbourhood: string 
Date of escalation: date 
Request by function: string 
Request by name: string 

Figure 30 Changes in the domain model for Clarify with request for software 
upgrade and moving of equipment 

The added attributes in the request for change entities contain information about the 
current location and neighbourhood (AS-IS), the TO-BE location and TO-BE 
neighbourhood or information about the AS-IS software version and TO-BE software 
version. The request is completed by an employee in a function. 
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5.3.4 Changes in the domain model for OCS 

In the figure below, the new attributes in the domain model for OCS are described in 
red for the entities service level agreement, key performance indicator, service visit 
request and complaint. It was assumed that these attributes were not yet used in the 
information systems. 

Service Level Agreement 

Product number: string 
Penalty: integer 
Periodic reporting: string 
Contact persen: string 
Contact function : string 
Earliest_arrival time: time 
Latest arrival time: time 
Closing time: time 

Complaint 

Complaintnumber: integer 

Date and Time notified complaint: string 

KPI 

Service time: decimal 
Response time; decimal 
Availability: decimal 
Supply Confidence: decimal 
Occupancy: decimal 
Formula: string 

Date and Time response to complaint: string 
Date and Time settlement of complaint: string 
Description of complaint: string 
Priority of complaint: string 
Description of the settlement of complaint: string 
Penalty: string 
Owner of complaint: string 
Neighborhoodcode: string 

Complaint per period 

Complaintnumber: integer 
Complaintperiod: integer 

lndication not settled at the begin of period ; string 
lndication notified in period: string 
Status complaint at end of period : string 

Service Visit Request 

Order_number: integer 
Order_duedate: decimal 
Product_number: string 
Error_code: string 
Serial_number: string 
lncident_code: string 
Customer_name: string 
Customer_ID: string 
Product_location: string 
Device_type: string 
Contact location: string 
Contact address: string 
Contact city: string 
Contact country: string 
Telephone number: string 
E-mail: string 
Daily working hours: string 
Earliest_arrival_time: string 
Latest_arrival_time: string 
Closing_time: string 
Name_service_engineer: 
string 
Employee_ID; string 
Name_service_engineer_for_ 
2nd_visit: string 
Employee_ID_for_2nd_visit: 
string 
Taskcode: string 

Figure 31 Changes in the domain model for OCS with arrival time and closing 
time, penalty and key performance indicators 

The attributes are used by the contact person of the customer and the fleet manager to 
have an agreement on the period of reporting and the earliest and latest arrival times 
and closing times for service engineers to avoid second visits through time and 
unnecessary waiting times. The key performance indicators are added to measure the 
percentage which meets the time supply agreement and the occupancy of a printer 
fleet. lf Océ doesn't meet the target of key performance indicators a penaltly is paid to 
a customer. 
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5.4 Integrated and collaboration view 

In the following paragraphs an integrated view is designed for the integrated life cycle 
costing database and a TO-BE collaborating view is developed to describe the 
administration process through a service werking method according to ITIL. 

5.4.1 Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System 

An Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System is designed fora 
customer to have continuous insight in the performance of the printer fleet and billing 
of the costs. The design contains a financial asset register, a maintenance record, parts 
inventory information, operations utilization information, operations management 
data, capacity planning and comparative performance data. The operations 
management data are retrieved to verify with the operations utilization information. In 
this way, the operations management data can be managed. In the integrated life cycle 
costing database, the escalations to suppliers, annual appreciation and asset 
depreciation and comparative performance data and material requirements planning 
are adjusted. Capacity planning contains minimum and maximum occupancy of call 
centre agents, screeners and service engineers. In appendix III a method is described 
to calculate the number of service engineers needed in an area and the occupancy. 
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In figure 32 the integrated life cycle costing database is given: 

Financial 
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Figure 32 
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lntegrated Life Cycle Casting Management Information System 
[Adaptedfrom: David G Woodward (1997} 

Comparative 
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Other assets 

Count 
registration 

The users of the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database are the customers, the 
finance and administration department, the field service managers, logistic manager 
and service support manager. The proposed changes are designed in an UML diagram 
with ITIL specifications for the TO-BE situation. The relationship between the 
Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System and the UML 
diagram are the attributes of the maintenance report and the contract, key performance 
indicators and product information. 
The web service contains key performance indicators and targets, measured data of 
the indicators as described in the figure 18 in paragraph 4.1.4. Also expenses per 
service activity and penalties for non-compliance are added to the web service. 
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In the table below, the tasks, responsibilities, authorization, consulting and change 
management is described: 

T bl 15 a e A .. bl ct1v1ty ta e 
Activity Task Consulting Change management 

Responsibility 
Authorization 

Financial Finance & Administration Accountant Controller 
control Department, Controller 
Record Service Engineer Corporate IT 
maintenance department 
report 
Inventory Logistic manager SCM engineer Logistic manager 
management 
Operations Field service manager Contract manager, Service Field service manager, 
Utilization support manager Contract manager 
management 
Retrieve Service operations manager Service support manager, Field 
operations service manager 
management 
data 
Capacity Service support manager Service Support manager, Service support 
planning Controller manager, Managing 

director 
Comparison of Service manager, Quality Service manager Service manager 
performance manager 
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5.4.3 Collaboration view - TO-BE 

In the figure be low, the extemal view of the maintenance service organization in the 
TO-BE situation is illustrated: 

Customer Environment Océ Service Organization Operation 

Administration 
management 

Fleet data 

Figure 33 

Maintenance 
Service 
Request Order 

Request for 
change 

Approved 
Request for 
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The office department of the Océ Sales and Service organization handles the 
maintenance service request, then the service engineer asks for a request for change 
from the customer, then the customer approves the request for change, then the 
service engineer reports in the maintenance report to the customer and for 
administration, then an invoice is sent to the customer and occasionally a credit nota 
when a penalty occurs. The customer can send a complaint as well. The change with 
the AS-IS situation is the request for change. 

5.5 Templates 

In the following paragraphs the templates for the request for change of parts, for 
moving of equipment, for software upgrading and communication with suppliers are 
illustrated. The templates for the request for changes are designed in the UML 
diagrams of the information systems. 
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5.5.1 Template for communication of the Request for Change of parts 

In the figure below a template is designed for the communication of the request for 
change of parts with a customer: 

Request tor change of parts 

Request date and time: 

Product number: 

Error code: 

RfC Part number: 

RfC Description: 

Approved: 

Approval date and time: 

Function: 

Name: 

Figure 34 Template for the Request for Change of parts 

The service engineers who need an approval from a customer will use this template to 
obtain approval of customers who require a service werking method according to 
ITIL. The function is the function of the employee of the customer. 
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5.5.2 Template for moving of equipment 

In the following figure the template for the request for moving of equipment at call 
screening is illustrated: 

Request tor moving of equipment: 

Request date and time: 

Product number: 

Change description: 

AS-IS Location: 

AS-IS Neighbourhood: 

TO-BE Location: 

TO-BE Neighbourhood: 

Date of escalation: 

Request by function: 

Request by name: 

Figure 35 Template for request for moving of equipment 

The users of the template are the customers who complete the template, the call centre 
agent, scheduler and the service engineer. The customer fills in the template after 
receiving a request for moving of equipment from the call centre agent, and then he 
sends the template to the scheduler who orders the service engineer to complete the 
tas k. 
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5.5.3 Template for software upgrading 

In the following figure the template for software upgrading at call intake is illustrated: 

Request tor software upgrading: 

Request date and time: 

Product number: 

AS-IS location: 

AS-IS neighbourhood: 

Change description: 

AS-IS Software version: 

TO-BE Software version: 

Approved by function: 

Approved by name: 

Figure 36 Template for request for software upgrading 

The users of the template are the customer, the call centre agent, who fills in the 
template, and the IT service engineer, who is responsible for the software upgrading. 
The customer approves the request and the call centre agent completes the template. 
The IT service engineer completes the task. 
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5.5.4 Template for communication with suppliers 

In the figure below, a template is designed for the communication with suppliers to 
solve an incident by e-mail. The template is based on communication between a 
sender and a receiver. 

Date: 

Product number: 

Error code: 

Problem description: 

Solution description: 

Date and time of response: 

Name: 

Function: 

Figure 37 Template for the communication of incidents with suppliers 

The users of the template are customers, suppliers and the service engineers. The 
customer completes the template to have a clear description of a problem and the 
supplier describes the solution with date and time of the response. 
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5.5.5 Template for complaint handling 

In the figure below, a template is designed for the management of a complaint with a 
customer. The complaint can be about the service by the service engineer or about the 
service time and response time. 

Complaint 

Complaint number: 

Date and time notified complaint: 

Date and time response to complaint: 

Date and time settlement of complaint: 

Description of complaint: 

Priority of complaint: 

Description of the settlement of the complaint: 

Penalty: 

Owner of the complaint: 

Neighbourhood code: 

Figure 38 Template for the handling of a complaint 
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5.6 Digital maintenance service request 

The data of the device is collected every minute. And when a failure occurs then a 
selection of data occurs and based on the selection, data is sent to the sales and service 
organization by e-mail or by a phone call through the call handling procedure. The 
digital maintenance service request contains data from the device, the customer 
number and postal code. In the figure below, the digital maintenance service request is 
designed: 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

START 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

Device checked 
and data collected 

Digital Maintenance Service 
Request 

START 

.o.t= 1 min 

Data selected 

[error code; product_number; problem_description] 

'\ 
'\ 

'\ 
'\ 

'\ 

END 

'\ 
'\ 

'\ 

Digital Maintenance 
Service Request 

Customer 

?i 
Send data through 
digital maintenance 

request form 

Database of Océ 

Figure 39 Digital maintenance service request 

Data: 
Customer_number 
Postal_code 

Scheduling 
Anticipation 

Product_failure 

Error code 
Product number 
Problem description 

Failure_selection 

Error code 
Product number 
Problem description 

5. 7 Evaluation of a service working method according to ITIL 

Based on customer needs, it was made clear that reporting and moving of equipment 
and software upgrading should be based on ITIL processes and werking method. The 
benefits of winning a tender is enormous compared to the costs of implementing ITIL 
reporting processes and instructing new service werking methods. A request for 
moving of equipment is a customer requirement and therefore necessary to 
implement. The request for change from ITIL at the service action causes longer 
waiting times for the service engineer, hut can be a customer requirement to approve 
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replacements of expensive parts. Moreover, complaint handling is added to the 
process, to give customers the opportunity to send a complaint about the service or 
request for a penalty for failing the agreed target. The other proposed changes are 
evaluated in the final chapter. 
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Chapter 6 Implementation plan 

In this chapter an implementation plan of the solutions and integrated life cycle 
costing database is described. Also, the realization view of the Integrated Life Cycle 
Costing database is described and illustrated. U sing MS Access a prototype 
realization of the Integrate Life Cycle Costing Database has been made. The prototype 
contains tab les which are based on the entities from the UML diagrams of the market 
model and enterprise model and additional information from the design wizard. The 
Integrated Life Cycle Costing database was made in Microsoft Access, because the 
program contains queries to retrieve information, the service costs and performance 
scores, from the database. That information should be made visible for a customer. 
Although MS Access provides a good view for the realization of the database, one 
problem of a new database is that data should be synchronized and therefore it won't 
always be up to date. Secondly, it causes extra work. Thirdly, customers are different, 
and require different reporting. 

6.1 lmplementation of solutions 

For the implementation of the solutions a task, responsibility, activity and consult 
table is used as described as follow: 

T bl 12 a e imp ementat10n p an 
Action Task Authority Consult 

Responsibility 
A service werking method Trainer, Account manager, Tender Corporate IT MT(Mngt. 
according to ITIL as a service manager Team), 
option Corporate IT 
Verification of error-code and Field service manager, Account Field service Field service 
product number Manager, Service engineer manager manager 
Realization oflntegrated Life IT engineer, web application Corporate IT Corporate IT 
Cycle Costing Database and web developer, database developer, data 
service application entry typist 
Request for changes in STAR, Corporate IT Corporate IT IT Engineer 
Clarify according to the design 
Develop a digital maintenance IT engineer IT engineer MT 
service request 

6.2 Project organization 

In the figure below, the project organization is described for the realization of the 
integrated life cycle costing database. 

Sponsor 
Champion 

Results î Requirements 

Contractor/ 
Project manager 

1 
1 1 1 1 

Webapplication Database Data entry IT programmer 
developer developer typist 

Figure 40 Project organization 
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6.3 Architecture for realization 

The following picture illustrates the architecture for the web application that has to be 
presented to the customer. Data is stored in the Configuration Management Database 
(CMDB). From the CMDB a business logic is created with business function through 
queries. The business functions include the comparison function of the maintenance 
service request, the request for change, the maintenance report, and a cost function 
through presentation of the invoice, the maintenance reporting function, through 
presentation of the maintenance report and a performance management function 
through the presentation of the scores of key performance indicators as an first 
service. A management layer is created to adapt the functions for the reporting 
according to a customer preferences. Then, the reporting is presented through a web 
server. 

Business 
logicA 

Administrative 
r.nmn::iri~nn 

Presentation layer 

Web server 

Management layer 

Business 
logic B 

lnvoices 

Business 
logicC 

Maintenance 
Reports 

CMDB server 

XML 

XML 

Business 
logic D 

KPI targets 
and scores 

Figure 41 Information system architecture [S. van Leeuwen (2003)} 

Business 
logic E 
Credit 
Nota 

For the data exchange between systems and system functions XML must be used. 

XML 
~ 

All information systems and technology products that are acquired must support 
XML. Through this working method it is possible to make applications faster, change 
them and implement them. It is also possible to implement changes faster in the 
business processes and integrate these with the processes of suppliers and customers. 
The realization of the required ICT-architecture must be done step by step, according 
to an incremental approach. Every step should be a follow up of the current situation 
and must be connected in terms of organization, business processes, procedures, 
knowledge, technology and present people, (S .van Leeuwen, (2003)). 
The architecture will be part ofMyOcé. Myücé is a website to communicate the 
invoices, performances, reports, credit notas, number of escalations to suppliers and 
comparison of invoices, maintenance service request, and request for changes and 
credit notas with customers. A more expensive service contains also functions from 
ITIL, for example: reporting of changes and configurations, reporting of complaints, 
capacity reporting, incident reporting, problem reporting. 
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6.4 Work Breakdown Structure and estimated costs 

In the figure below, the Work Breakdown Structure for the Integrated Life Cycle 
Costing database is illustrated: 

INTEGRA TED LIFE CYCLE 
COSTING DATABSE 

1 

1 1 1 

Webapplication Database After care 
development development 

Password Check on 
- verification - attributes and Required KPI and 

entities - results of Key 
Performance 

Indicators and costs 
Web application Piping of data 

- Layout - in fields 

Comparison of - maintenance report, 

Relationships invoice, RfC and 
- between entities maintenance request 

Information retrieval 

- program (queries) 
and management layer 

Figure 42 Work Breakdown Structure 

The Work Breakdown Structure is based on the integrated view of the Integrated Life 
Cycle Costing Database, the domain models and Myücé. 

Estimated costs 

Based on the information of the IT service engineer, it seems that the costs are 
significant. Only to make the information available takes 150 working days. 

Then the expected costs are 150 x 8 x 100 = 120.000,- euro 

For the project a risk of 20% is calculated, resulting in a maximum estimated 
subproject cost of 144.000,- euro. 

6.5 Conclusions of the implementation 

The risk of adding a new database is that data should be synchronized and therefore it 
won't always be up to date. The realization of the required ICT-architecture must be 
done step by step, according to an incremental approach. Every step should be a 
follow up of the current situation and must be connected in terms of organization, 
business processes, procedures, knowledge, technology and present people. 
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Chapter 7 Evaluation 

The design and realization phase is evaluated through the quality requirements 
described in paragraph 4.4 and appendix IV. 

7.1 Evaluation by means of quality requirements 

The evaluation by means of quality requirements is: 
• Problem aimed 
• Design based 
• Knowledge based and 
• Defended through cost-benefit analysis 

7.1.1 Problem aimed 

The solutions solve the problems related to the assignment. The solutions for the 
genera} problems can be solved through using the judgement instruments for 
diagnosis and evaluation. For the problem of shortage of components, in practice the 
lead time increases when the business grows. Also, there is a sequence problem for 
orders for the Production department and orders for the Sales and Service 
organization. This is out of the scope of the project, but necessary fora good 
helicopterview. 

7.1.2 Design based 

The solutions are designed as modifications to existing practices, processes, and 
systems. Some solutions are designed using genera} modeling techniques, other 
solutions are described using forms and natural language. Therefore it is also design 
based. 

7.1.3 Knowledge based 

The designs are based on knowledge from enterprise modeling and knowledge from 
the literature in the area of ITIL. Moreover, the realization is based on knowledge 
from the MS Access library. Therefore the solutions are also knowledge based. 

7.1.4 Defending the design solutions and analysis through a cost/benefit 
analysis 

• The design of the scenario where a request for change for parts is verified 
takes more time and makes the service too much depending on other people. 
But the request for change of parts gives a customer the opportunity to 
approve or disapprove a replacement of an expensive part. 

• The request for change for moving of equipment is a customer requirement 
and therefore necessary. 

• The request for change for software upgrading is initiated by Océ, but is 
necessary to agree on downtimes caused by software upgrading. 

• The integrated life cycle costing database is a good solution to have insight in 
costs and performance of the printers. The integrated life cycle costing 
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database doesn't reduce costs or solve service levels of incidents that are not 
always met, but it can be used to report costs and performance of the printer 
fleet to customers. For the project a risk of 20% is calculated, resulting in a 
maximum estimated subproject cost of 144.000,- euro to make the information 
available to customers. 

• The template is a cheap and an easy solution to implement. Also, a diagnosis 
field can be adjusted, to keep the customer informed about the incident. 

• Verification of error-code and product number: in this way, Océ can explain a 
cause of a second visit through not skilled engineers. The method reduces 
penalties and frustration, and increases customer service, because then Océ 
knows if the right persen is sent to the right place. 

• The digital maintenance service request at the office view avoids waiting time 
at call intake and is a cheaper solution than phone calling with Océ if a 
customer allows the solution. Fifty percent of the incoming calls go directly to 
call scheduling and this results in a reduction of fifty percent of incoming calls 
to call intake. A reduction of fifty percent of incoming calls to call intake can 
be made through the digital maintenance service request. [Source: sheets from 
Service Support Manager] 

7.2 Consistency between model, reality and system 

The models are evaluated on consistency between reality and system for the criteria 
listed in Appendix V and in the respective sections. 

7.2.1 Enterprise ambiguity 

It was not clear what exactly should be modeled and which information should be part 
of the model. In cooperation with the sponsor it was decided to build an Integrated 
Life Cycle Costing database, based on the needs described in the assignment. During 
the project the requirements for the database are drawn up. 

7.2.2 Human understanding 

The quality manager, who is the responsible persen for models, doesn't use Petri-net 
modeling or UML diagrams. A description of symbols is added in paragraph 4.1. 

7.2.3 Enterprise inconsistency 

It was not clear what should be described in a contract. This can be incomplete: for 
example, the agreement of service actions which can not be finished at the end of a 
day should be scheduled the next day to reduce double visits. Also, there is no 
inspection report or diagnosis report described in the model. It is not clear if this is 
part of a maintenance report. 

7.2.6 Model scope 

It was not clear what information should be part of the UML model. Which entities 
and which attributes and when the models are complete for the TO-BE situation. The 
AS-IS models were built through reverse engineering. Clarify lacks a field for the 
error code and for the request for change. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Recommendations 

A methodological conclusion from the extended research is that the judgement 
instruments should be used to discover exact causes of problems and to solve them 
and evaluate afterwards. 

Furthermore, the conclusions and recommendations from the research and designs are 
described for the implementation of a service working method according to ITIL, the 
usage of an Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database, the usage of templates for 
communication of escalations to suppliers and usage of a digital maintenance service 
request. 

8.1 Conclusions 

The general conclusion of the final study project is to provide the information from 
information systems for the support of business needs for interaction with customers 
and communicate escalations to suppliers, complaints, replacement of parts, software 
upgrading and moving of equipment. This increases the customer satisfaction. 

The conclusions are further elaborated into four topics: the conclusions of a service 
working method according to ITIL, the conclusions according to the Integrated Life 
Cycle Costing Database, the conclusion from the design of a template and the 
conclusion of a digital maintenance service request. 

The conclusions of a service working method according to ITIL are the following: 

• The 'request for change' for parts can be an obstacle. It causes longer waiting 
times for the service engineers and this results in longer service times and 
lower availability, hut a service working method according to ITIL increases 
the quality of administration. 

• ITIL should be part of the quality system, according to the ISO 8402 norm. 
• Based on customer needs, ITIL should be used for moving of equipment and 

software upgrading. 
• Reporting through the ITIL service working method is a service option. 
• The definitions of the management function differ between the use in ITIL in 

literature and the use by clients. For example with ' capacity management' is 
meant 'resource management' in the literature and 'print volume' by clients. 

The conclusions according to the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database are the 
following: 

• the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database can give a good insight in 
performances and costs of service for Océ and for customers online if it is 
implemented properly and ifthe service engineers complete the maintenance 
report immediately after the service action. 

• the Integrated Life Cycle Costing Database has also the function of a 
management information system, because it corrects and regulates for example 
stock and resource capacities after the measurement of the key performance 
indicators. 
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The conclusion from the design of the templates is as follows: 

• the templates are easy tools to use through e-mail for Océ, customers and 
suppliers to solve problems and manage request for changes 

The conclusions from the digital maintenance service request is the following: 

• the use of a digital maintenance service request can be a good solution to 
reduce waiting time for customers at the telephone and communicate directly 
to visit scheduling. 

8.2 Recommendations 

The following solutions to increase the customer service are recommended: 

• Make the scores of the costs and performances and ITIL reporting online 
available for customers 

• Make use of the template to communicate with suppliers and for the request 
for changes 

• U se the redesigned business processes for the management of the request for 
change 

• Verification of error-code and product number: in this way, Océ can explain a 
cause of a second visit through not skilled engineers. The method reduces 
penalties and frustration, and increases customer service, because then Océ 
knows if the right person is sent to the right place. 

• Use the digital maintenance service request with customers who want to use 
this solution. 
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Appendix 1 Research 

Analysis and diagnosis 

An analysis is done on strategie-, tactical- and operational level. The diagnosis is done 
through judgment instruments. 

Problem-analysis on strategie level 

On strategie level, the general problem is that gross income growth for the SBU 
Digital Document Systems decreases with 4% per year. This has five main causes: 

1. High demanding customers and price pressures 
2. The customer satisfaction is not high enough 
3. It's difficult to protect the service business 
4. Print volume per customer decreases 
5. Shortage of components 

High demanding customers 
The cause of this is that customers get more and more 'lazy', because they set high 
requirements for printer availability and outsource activities wherefore less effort is 
needed. Also, global competitors supply higher quality and better products with 
higher availability are on the market. Customers also get smarter and demand ITIL for 
IT service management and this was not yet described in the ISO 9000 manual of 
Océ. 

Customer satisfaction is not high enough. 
Different management reporting is wanted by customers, because they set different 
logistic performance indicators and use different upgrading systems. The logistic 
obligations are not always met, because human resource planning is difficult when 
customers set different performance indicators, supply confidence or availability. And 
also the demand information variety is in general high for Maintenance, Repair and 
Office supplies. 

Protection of the service business. 
Because of grey markets it is difficult to protect the business and therefore continuous 
improvement of the product through patents is needed. Grey market means that there 
is competition of supplies in the supply chain and these suppliers supply directly to 
Océ customers. 

Print volume per customer decreases 
The print volume per customer decreases, because customers use more digital 
documents, i.e. e-mail. 1 

Shortage of components 
When the business grows, orders get larger and therefore time supply increases. 
Shortage of components was caused by European legislation on the usage of 
electronic components, such as printer circuit boards. 1 

Service engineers are not always skilled for the task 
Service engineers are sent to customers without the right skill and sometimes just to 
meet the response time. 
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End of day 
At the end of day the customer doses and then the service engineer has to come back 
the next day. 

Double visits: 
Causes of double visits 
Parts not on stock: 
Not in time: 
Not skilled for the task: 

12% 

2,5% 
5,7% 
3,8% 

[Interview Service Analyst; Océ N.V.; the 
percentages are based on the relations 
trom a service analyst and are assumed) 

In figure 43 the problem-analysis on strategie level is illustrated: 

Print volume 
decreases 

Digttal Documents 
increases t---~ 

Grey market of ._. ..... ~ 
supplies 

Difficult to protect 
the service business 

End of day 

High demanding 
customers and 
price pressure 

Setter products on 
the market wtth 

higher availabiltty 

Competttion reacts 1---M 
better to market 

needs 

Different management 
reporting wanted t--..... Of 

Logistic obligations not t----tl"f 
always met 

High demand 
information variety 

Customers require 
insight in 

performance 

Gross income 
growth DOS 
decreases 

Customer satisfaction 
not high enough 

Figure 43 Problem-analysis on strategie level 

Diagnosis on strategie level 

Judgement of contracts 

The judgement instrument contains the judgement of the contracts and service levels. 
This judgement is necessary to judge the supply confidence agreement between 
customers, the maintenance service organization, and suppliers. 

In theory, a customer requires a supply confidence: for example of 98%. If a service 
engineer is not able to finish his task at the end of the day a second visit is needed. In 
such situations, it is better to have a service visit on the next day, to avoid second 
visits, although supply confidence is agreed on 98%. 

1 Source: IT Software engineer; Océ R&D 77 



Hypothesis: service throughput time ~ Negative Exponential distribution 

The negative exponential distribution is used, because there is no data available to 
account the standard deviation and the service time cannot be zero. 

97,5 % supply confidence 

A verage service throughput time = 2,5 hours 
Formula: 

"' 
P(X > x) = f Aoe-..<·xdx = e-..<·x 1 

x 

e-(l / 2'5)-x = 0 025 , 
<=> x = -2,5·Ln0,025 = 9,22 hours 
Response time= 0,5 hour 

Conclusion: time supply agreement= 9,7 hours 

95% supply confidence 

x = -2,5·Ln0,05 = 7,5hours 

Response time= 0,5 hour 

Conclusion: time supply agreement = 8 hours 

98% supply confidence (3a) 

cr = 2,5 hours 

x = 2, 5·4 = 10 hours 

Response time= 0,5 hour 

Conclusion: time supply agreement = 10,5 hours 

In practice, also shadow service engineers are needed to guarantee high availability of 
printers for example for banks. 

1 Applied statistics and probability for engineers (1994); Douglas C. Montgomery, George C. 
Ruger 78 



Judgement of second visits 

The judgment instrument for second visits is elaborated in the figure below: 

Judgment Instrument tor 2"d visits through not skilled service engineers 

Step 1: Check if 2nd visits are only in January, because the demand exceeds 3cr 

Step 2: Capacity tor Availability Planning => to calculate the number of service engineers needed per 
area and reduce visit tor response times 

Step 3: Verification of error code and product number => to have the right service engineer at 
the right place 

Step 4: Learning effect in the development of S.E. or learning effect trom new technologies 

Step 5: Check if the devices are checked/tested by the service engineers 

Judgment Instrument tor 2"d visit caused by unavailable parts 

Step 1: Check the customer order decoupling point per part and calculate time supplies 

Step 2: Check torecasting method => increase the safety stock and capacity tor January 
because the demand exceeds 3cr 

Step 3: Check if the aggegration management functions is used: P(t+1 )=P(t) -ö(l(t)-N) 
N=kcr 

Step 4: Check ordering sequence of orders in the supply chain tor production and 
orders for sales and services 

=> if the ordering sequence is based on due date, 
small order get priority because of the SPT -effect' 

Judgment Instrument tor 2"d visit caused by time 

Step 1: Check the contracts and scheduling method: if it is not possible to finish the job at the end of the day, 
then schedule the job the next day 

Figure 44 Judgment instrument for second visits 

1 J.W.M.Bertrand, J.C.Wortmann, J.Wijngaard (1998); Productiebeheersing and material 
management 
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Judgment Instrument of second visits through not skilled service engineers 

Step 1: Check if the second visits are only in January 

The judgement of percentage of second visits and print volume in J anuary through 
tolerance upper limits. This judgement is necessary to judge on unusual events. The 
judgement instrument is necessary on strategie level as well as on tactical level for the 
judgement of percentage of second visits through parts, because the service level is 
not always met. 
The tolerance upper limit is used for the judgement of second visits and print volume 
in January. The results are measured in January, hut can have a month delay, because 
of the delay through reporting. The second visits which are caused by not skilled 
engineers are caused by old equipment and equipment of competitors, which are not 
part of the assortment. Then, new service engineers are not trained to maintain the 
equipment. 

Results of the analysis on second visits 

The analysis of data from the interview with the Service Support Manager contains 
the analysis and diagnosis of second visits. 

Analysis and diagnosis of second visits 

WFPS ['barometer' of Quality Manager] 

µ =17,33 en cr = 0,5744 3 (J = 1,723 

DDS [performance sheet of the Service Support Manager 2005] 

Average = µ =10,827 % en cr = 1,896 (inclusive January) 
3 cr = 5,688 => 16,515 is Tolerance Upper Limit 

Average = µ = 9,4 % cr = 1,21 (exclusive January) 
3 cr = 3,63 => 13,03 is Tolerance Upper Limit 

[William J.Latsko & David M.Saunders, (1995)] 
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Figure 45 Monthly copy volume 
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development of second visits 

Interpretation of data of second visits 

• January (15, 6 %) is outside the 3cr range, when the range is measured 
exclusive January. This is probably because of massive printing at the 
beginning of the year. In this period also the demand for parts increases and 
causes second visits. 

• The rate of ' corrective maintenance ' has impact on the service costs. With a 
low corrective maintenance rate, the costs decrease. This can be achieved 
through predictive maintenance, skilling of engineers or avoidance of first 
visits through a better call management process. [Service Analyst] 

Step 2: Judgement of number of skilled resource capacities 

The judgement contains the judgement of the number of skilled resource capacities 
which are needed for maintenance. The procedure for capacity planning is described 
in Appendix Il. 

There are 12.000 incoming calls per month in 2005. 2,5% of the calls is solved at call 
intake, 13,5% is solved at call screening and 50% of the incoming calls go directly to 
service planning. 16% of calls are solved within half an hour. 12% of Service visits 
need a second visit. 

Based on these numbers (without taking into account the incidents in January), it 
means that there are 7985 visits per month. A month has about 22 working days. Then 
it can be calculated that there are 7985/22 = 363 visits per day. There are 200 service 
engineers. The average visit capacity per service engineer is 3 visits per day. 
There are 200 skilled service engineers for different products. Then the (efficiency x 
utilization x number of shifts) ra te is 1,65. The cause of this high ra te is that not all 
service engineers are skilled for each product serial number. Also, service engineers 
roulate from jobs in the incident handling process at the activity visit scheduling and a 
buffer of service engineers is needed to avoid second visits in January. The available 
service engineers can be skilled broader to be able to service more different products 
for customer service. A cost-benefit analysis is therefore needed. 
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Step 3: Verification of error code and product number 

This step is necessary to make sure that the service engineer with the right skill is sent 
to the right place, because service engineers are skilled per device type. The service 
engineers should be authorized for a task per device type and scheduled accordingly 
and not per product. With an error code belongs a device type. This can be a cause of 
service engineers that are sent to customers without the right skills. Service engineers 
are occasionally scheduled fora job just to meet response times, without having the 
right skills to execute the task. Or a customer can have communicated the wrong 
error-code and product number accidentally. 

Step 4: Learning effect 

If there are sufficient service engineers per area and the service engineers are sent to 
the customer with the right skills, then the cause of second visits through skills is 
because of the learning effect in the development of the service engineers or the 
learning effect from the introduction of new technologies. 

Step 5: Judgement of checking the device 

The device should be checked after the work is executed. The printer has to be 
available again after the service action. It is assumed that service engineers check the 
device and take action when the device is not yet available. 

Judgment Instrument for second visit through unavailable parts 

Step 1: check the customer ordering decoupling point per part and calculate the 
time supplies 

Step 2: check the forecasting method; increase the safety stock for January 
because the demand exceeds 3a 

This step is also described in the judgement instrument for second visits caused by not 
skilled service engineers. 

Step 3: Check if the aggegration management function is used: 

P(t+l)=P(t) -ö(I(t)-N); N=ka 
P(t+l) =order for next period 

P(t) =order of current period 
I(t) = current inventory 

N = safety stock 
k =factor 
a = standard deviation 

This judgement is necessary to have the goods flow management according to the 
technology management formulas. 

The inventory management planning is according to MRP for the service chain and 
this for deterministic planning. There are scheduled maintenance actions, therefore 
MRP can be used hut aggregation management is recommended for stochastic 
situations. 
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Step 4: Check ordering sequence of orders in the supply chain for production 
and orders for sales and services 

~ if the ordering sequence is based on due date, small orders are 
processed in advance because of the SPT-effect 

Judgment Instrument for second visit caused by time 

Step 1: Check the contracts and scheduling method: if it is not possible to finish 
the job at the end of the day, then schedule the job the next day 

If the contract specifies response time for service, with penalties for non-compliance, 
visits may be made to avoid penalties even though the repairs cannot be done due to 
lack of time. 

Problem-analysis on tactical level 

On tactical level, the main problems are an inefficient process, people management 
and price pressure. An inefficient process is the result of high service costs and the 
maintenance processes are not tuned with the customer view. Hence, people 
management is difficult because customers demand different logistic performance 
indicators and service engineers are sent to a customer without a check on a certain 
skill to service the printer. 

'High' service costs 
The customer order decoupling-point is assumed to be at the service organization, and 
inventory is needed in the vehicle to meet logistic performance. Occasionally, service 
engineers encourage the printer with preventive maintenance actions and therefore 
service costs increase. Preventive maintenance has to be agreed in the contract. 
Other causes of high service costs are: 
1. double visits by service engineers, as these double visits cause lower performance 
2. unnecessary visits, because IT configuration is not done remotely 
3. unnecessary visits for printer counts and 
4. expensive upgrading ofIT software; this is not yet done remotely. 
5. the products have too many modules, and this results in an inefficient service 

process and higher service costs. 

Costs per activity of the incident handling process: 
Call intake: 2,- euro 
Call screening/scheduling: 25, - to 75, - euro 
Service visit: 275, - euro 
The costs are excluding taxes. 

The maintenance process is inefficient 
A request for change is not always available and a service engineer is then not 
allowed to fix the printer. Diagnosis costs time and is therefore a costly activity. 
Another cause of an inefficient maintenance process is that escalation management is 
done through telephone and also by e-mail, hut unstructured. 
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In figure 47 below, a problem-analysis is illustrated on tactical level: 
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Figure 47 Problem-analysis on tactical level 

Diagnosis on tactical level 

Judgement Instrument for high service costs 

Diagnosis costs time 

The judgement of double visits by service engineers is described at strategie level. 

Step 1: Judgement of administration 

A judgement instrument of the current business processes on the three level 
comparison is elaborated to judge on costs. This judgement is necessary to judge the 
quality of administration to investigate if the payments are delivered. 
The three level comparison contains the match of a purchase order, a goods receipt 
and an invoice. For Océ this means a comparison of a maintenance service request, 
with a maintenance report, and the invoice. Customers receive a maintenance report at 
the end of the day and an invoice later or the visit is logged. The maintenance report 
can be sent immediately after a service action. 

Based on information from the controller of Océ it seems that the high service costs is 
a perception problem from the customer. Moreover, it is not clear from the 
maintenance report if a service engineer combines the visit for breakdown 
maintenance with preventive maintenance. 

Step 2: Judgement of supply risk for spare parts 

This is the judgement of supply risk in the supply chain. This judgement is necessary 
to discover dominance parts, expensive and heavy parts. A supply risk analysis is 
done to do research on which supplier of which part has power in the supply chain. 
With the Kraljic model described below and the Bill of Material, the purchasing 
department can select which modules should be maintained by the maintenance 
organization and which modules can be maintained by a customer. In this situation the 
customer is more involved with the maintenance activities of a printer. The 
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'monopoly/oligopoly' suppliers can be selected from the Supply Chain. When a 
certain part can only be purchased from a specific single supplier, then this supplier 
has power in the supply chain, and therefore can benefit from low quality, because 
that part then has to be replaced more often. 

High 

Impact on 
financial 
results 

Leverage product balance of power 

Low 

Figure 48 

Customer dominance 

Routine product 

Supplier dominance 

Low Supply Risk High 

Kraljic Model [Purchasing and supply chain management, Arjan J 
van Weele, pages 146-149, third edition 2002] 

Purchasing impact on the bottom line to the company - the profit impact of a given 
supply item measured against criteria such as cost of materials, total costs, volume 
purchased, percentage of total purchase cost, or impact on product quality or business 
growth. The higher the volume or amount of money involved the higher the financial 
impact of purchasing on the bottom line. 

The supply risk - this is measured against criteria such as short-term and long-term 
availability, number of potential suppliers, competitive structure in supply market, 
make-or-buy opportunities, storage risks and substitution possibilities. Supply risk is 
low when a (standard) product can be sourced from many suppliers, whilst so-called 
switching costs are low. And vice versa, the supply risk is high when a product can be 
sourced from only a single supplier. In the table below, an analysis is done for 
bottleneck parts, expensive parts, heavy parts, fragile parts and 'fast movers'. 

T bl 16 a e p 1 . arts ana .ys1s 
bottleneck parts expensive/beavy/fragile parts Cast movers ':;·y1 ,, 

~· ".'~.; 

Cleaner Electromotor Paper 

Toner Print plate (fragile) Toner powder 
TTF string Photo mechanism (fragile) Cleaner 
Drum Stap Ier 

TTF String 

Conclusions: 
• For supplier dominance parts it is proposed to have these produced by Océ. 
• For expensive parts and heavy parts it is proposed to have the customer set 

priorities of delivery on these parts. These parts can then be on stock at the 
city stock, for the other parts the customer order decoupling point should be at 
the production unit. The strategy for the TTF string is to investigate if it is 
possible to reduce the costs and increase quality by producing this part in low 
salary countries, i.e. Poland or China, and do coalitional gaming with Chinese 
suppliers. 
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Problem-analysis on operational level 

On operational level, the main problem is an inefficient process. This has three 
causes: 

1. unnecessary visits 
2. double visits 
3. 'shadow' service engineers are needed for high availability demanding 

customer 

Unnecessary visits. 
The printer count measurement and reporting is not done remotely. Also, diagnosis is 
not yet done remotely. 

Double visits. 
Occasionally, spare parts are not on stock in the vehicle of the service engineer or in 
the city stock, because they can be expensive. Furthermore, the service engineers are 
not always skilled for the task or the task is not yet finished at the end of the day and 
then the service engineer has to visit the customer the next day. This is already 
described in the previous paragraph. 

Shadow service engineers are needed for high availability demanding customers. 
These service engineers have high waiting times. 

In figure 49 below, a problem-analysis is illustrated on operational level. 

pare pa s no 
always on stock and 
IT configuration not t--" 

Service engineer 
not always skilled __ _, 

fortask 

Double visits 

Shadow service engineer needed for 
high availability demanding customers 

High availability 
needed lor banks 

Service engineers 
sent to customer 

without the right skill 

Unnecessary visits 

Figure 49 Problem-analysis on operational level 

Diagnosis on operational level 

Step 1: Judgement on operational level 

The service engineer has to check and test the device after the service action. lf the 
device is not tested, it can cause a second visit if the device is still defect. 
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Conclusions 

The conclusions of a service working method according to ITIL are the following: 
• The 'request for change' for parts can be an obstacle. It causes longer waiting 

times for the service engineers and this results in longer service times and 
lower availability, but a service working method according to ITIL increases 
the quality of administration. 

• ITIL should be part of the quality system, according to the ISO 8402 norm. 
• Based on customer needs, ITIL should be used for moving of equipment and 

software upgrading. Reporting through the ITIL service working method is a 
service option. 

• With apply of judgement instruments it is possible to identify the exact cause 
of second visits. 

• The definitions of the management function differ between the use in ITIL in 
literature and the use by clients. For example with 'capacity management' is 
meant 'resource management' in the literature and 'print volume' by clients. 

The conclusion from the research is that the jugdement instruments should be used to 
discover exact causes of problems and to solve them. 
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Appendix II Interview with the Service Support Manager 

What is recorded in the Technica! Document? 

Jt is a maintenance record, containing: 
Time in minutes, sub activities, lunch, 2nd visits, disorder visits, maintenance visits 
and machine location. 

What are the causes of the second visits? 

Skills and parts. The service engineer is trained divers. 

Is there feedback about it? 

Yes 

How is the service chain organized? 

15 DC 's (City Stocks) 

Is it possible to couple the systems with each other to make measurement of Key 
Performance Indicators integrated through the chain possible? 
Which Key performance indicators are measured? 

Yes. Monthly volume; Customer hour rate. Configuration/year. 

Which parts are bottleneck? 

Drum, TTF string 

Is ITIL needed/wanted? 

No 

Is remote service needed/wanted? 

A must/or Soft Ware upgrading, hut this has a security aspect. 

Is predictive maintenance wanted? 

Yes 

Do you have data from Clarify? What are the functions of the different systems? 

Yes. See report on performance sheet. 
• OCS: to search and retrieve warranty data, contract data, service type, contact 

data and invoicing 
• Clarify: a scenario management application to solve an incident, to describe the 

problem and to find data /rom certain products 
• Star: this is the application for the service engineer for the reporting of data aft er 

a service visit. 
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Appendix 111 Capacity for A vailability Planning 

The average number of service engineers can be calculated through the following 
process. [North Carolina State University, (2006); Definitions: Capacity Planning and Capacity 
Strategy] 

IN 

1erage number of printers that need 
!rvice on a single day 

1e expected number of printers in 
e printer network that need service 
1n be calculated through the 
llowing binomial stochastic formula: 

r XI 
;-i x. · .Ax - x .(1- AY 
~ x!(X-x)! 

Equation x 

-A)= average probability of a service 
;it per machine 
= uptime/(uptime+time needed for 
aintenance service)) 
= number of printers in the 
!Ographical area 
:1, 2 .. . X = number of printers that 
!ed service 

pplied statistics and probability for 
1gineers (2006); Douglas C. 
ontgomery, George C. Ruger] 
· as follow: 
te average number of service visits per 
y = (total downtime/average service 
11e )/number of working days in a year = 
mber of visits per day in a geographical 
~a 

Occupancy = (required service 
time + response time) / time 
available 

Daily costs per service 
engineer and contract price 
with customers 

service engineers 

no 

ACTIVITY 

START 

~ 
Calculate the average number of 
printers that need service on a day in a 
geographical area, based on average 
availability and the availability of 
repairable items in the supply chain tor 
the selected periods. 

Calculate the number of service 
engineers that are needed to service 
printers in that geographical area, 
based on the starting point and the first 
come first served strategy. 

Calculate the maximum and minimum 
occupancy of resources per 
geographical area 

Set maximum and minimum values of 
occupancy of service engineers 

Occupancy 
above maximum 
value? 

END 

yes 

Hire service 
engineers 

OUT 

Number of printers that need 
service on a day in a 
geographical area 

Number of skilled service 
engineers that provide service 
for that geographical area 
((Equation x) /average number 
of printer that can serviced per 
engineer) 
x( efficiency)x( utilization)x 
(number of shifts)+ buffer 
service engineers 

Maximum occupancy per 
geographical area 

Minimum occupancy per 
geographical area 
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Appendix IV Minutes of the meeting on 10-11-2006 

Date: Friday 10-11-2006 

The research model: 
The research model must be put up with: 

• the object of the research 
• the research views: from several management perspectives 
• the confrontation between theory and practice 
• the research results 

Techniques: 
The techniques must be set in advance 

Sources: 
There must be referred to sources from the literature and documents within the 
organization. 

References: 
The employees which are interviewed must be described, which function that person 
has, and which information is needed. (the stakeholders in the process) 

Furthermore must be described in the interim report: 
1. a clear company description of the organization 
2. distillation of the assignment and a reformulation of the assignment 
3. furthermore, a clear problem statement must be formulated and a clear 

analysis 
4. a working method and a planning 
5. directions of solutions 
6. A focus fora redesign, with requirements for the design and improvement 

project 
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Appendix V Consistency between enterprise, model and system 

A model should be consistent with reality. A useful model should be 'true'. The 
question addressed by model validation is 'is the right model built'. Extemal model 
consistency in this context means two things: 

1. the model depicts those aspects of the enterprise that are consistent with the 
model requirements (fitness for purpose) 

2. the models depictions is accurate /true in the sense that model and enterprise 
are consistent (valid) 

The issues that influence the way the requirements are realized are the following: 
• Enterprise ambiguity: what should be modeled? 
• Enterprise inconsistency: the inconsistency between model and reality 
• Model scope: coverage between model and reality; not all details are described 

in the model. 
• Model precision: for example when are two products classified as identical. 
• Enterprise and model stability: because enterprises change over time, models 

change over time. 
In the following figure the overview of quality items are illustrated: 

Enterprise 
Gap2 

Humans 

Gap 1 

Enterprise 
model rules 

Enterprise 
model 

Gap 6 
Adapted system 

Gap 3 

Figure 50 Overview of quality items [M Janssen-Vul/ers (2004), enterprise modeling] 

Gap 1 : the gap between using, developing and understanding models 
Gap 2: model validation or fitness for purpose, enterprise inconsistency 
Gap 3: intemal language consistency 
Gap 4: the enterprise model should adhere to the modeling rul es 
Gap 5: intemal logical consistency 
Gap 6: inconsistency, scope, precision and stability 

The evaluation of the consistency between enterprise, model and system is described 
in paragraph 8.2. 
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Appendix VI Reporting 

Change management 

The reports of changes are related to the data about moving of equipment and changes 
in the software configurations. There exists a need for insight in the settlement of 
notified change requests. Therefore are the following reports needed: 

Example 1 
This example covers the need for insight in the development of the number of changes 
in progress and the increase and decrease of the number of changes in progress. 

Report chan~ es I numbers 
Period Number of Number of Number of Settled changes in period 

notified settled not settled above norm 
changes in changes in changes at 
period (b) period the end of Number (d) Percentage 

period (=d/b*100) 

2007-01 
2007-02 
2007-03 

Report chan~ es I numbers 
Changes in progress at Percentage norm above in 
the end of period above period (= (d+f)/(b+c)*100) 
norm 
Number Percentage Number Percentage 

(=d/b*100) (=d/b*100) 

Based on the development an overview must be illustrated in a graph. 

Example 2 
This example is related to the need to have insight in the change requests in treatment 
by Océ, related to moving of equipment, where the norm time is above the limit 
ltdtth ttl t " rt" "d re a e 0 e se emen m a ce am peno . 

Period: 2007-01 Report of chanaes I movina of eauipment 
Change Source of Type of Date of Date of Cause of 
number change moving change settlement accrossing 

request of moving the limit 
2000 

Re >ort of changes I moving of equipment 
Status at From From To To Cl Seri al 
the end of building neighbourho building neighbourho code number 
a period od od 
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Example3 
This example is related to the need to have insight in the change requests which are in 
treatment by Océ, where the norm time is beyond the limit which is related to the 
treatment in a certain period. 

Report of changes I moving of equipment 
Change Description Date of Date of Date of Cause of 
number of change change change change accrossing 

request treatment treatment the limit 
(planned) (actual) 

Report of changes I movin g of equipment 
Status end Cl-code Seri al Building Neighbour-
period number hood 

A change request can be related to more software configurations. This means that for 
one change request one or more rules can be described in the report. 

Example 4 

This report gives insight in the relation between a change and the incidents and related 
software configurations. A change request will follow after one or more incidents 
directly or indirectly through a problem. 

Report of changes I movin~ of equipment 
Incident Classifica Description Date of Cl- Seri al Building Neighbou 
number tion of of incident notification code number rhood 

incident 
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Complaint Handling 

The complaints are related to the data about notified complaints at Océ. There is a 
need to have insight in the settlement of notified complaints. Here for are the 
following reports needed: 

Example 1 

This example covers the need to have insight in the development of the number of 
open complaints and increase or decrease of number of complaints in progress for that 
period. 

Report of complaints I numbers 

Period Numberof Numberof Numberof 
notified settled complaints in 
complaints complaints progress for 
for period for period period 

2007-01 
2007-02 

Example2 Complaint Handling 

Report of complaints 
Period 

Complaint Date Date Description Priority of Description Owner of Status of 
number complaint complaint of complaint complaint complaint complaint 

notified settled complaint settled at end of 
oeriod 
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Availability management 

A vailability management measures the availability and compares with agreed targets. 
The supplier has to take actions to make sure the agreed availability is being realized. 

Example 1 

Report of Availability of MFD (multifunctional device) 
Period 2007-01 
Cl code Serial number Building Neighbourhood lnstall date 

within 
E1 123 P1 81 1-1-2007 
E2 124 P1 81 1-1-2007 
E3 125 P1 81 1-1-2007 

Report of Availability of MFD 
Period 2007-01 
Not available Not available Availability in Actual state at 
hours in report hours in 3 percentage in end of period 
period month 3 months ( available/not 

available} 

Sequence: Cl-code 
Report period: Calendar month 

A MFD must be notified in this report when one the following conditions occurred: 
• in the report period is a period of non-availability noticed 
• the availability is decreased below a certain percentage in the last 3 months 

lt must be possible to request the reporting of a certain calendar month 

lt must be possible to request an overview of a certain location 
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Capacity management 

Capacity management guarantees the negotiated capacity of the requested service. 
The capacity requirement will be set. 

There is a need to have insight in the agreed capacity per neighbourhood. Therefore 
the following reports are required. 

Example 1: 

Report Capacity MFD per Neighbourhood 

Period 2007-01 Working days 20 
Neighborhood Building Current number Print volume Volume, 

of MFD's copying, scan, 

Report Capacity MFD per Neighbourhood 

Number of Deviation Reason of 
MFD trom target deviation 
according to 
target 

Sequence: neighbourhood code 
Reporting period: calendar month 

fax 

lt must be possible to request a report of a certain calendar month anytime 

lt must be possible to request an overview of a certain location (building, 
neighborhood) 

Example 2 

Capacity reporting per neighborhood: based on the above report, the service manager 
can have the need to investigate a certain neighbourhood. This means that the service 
manager wants to request the capacity data of the MFD's within that specific 
neighbourhood. Example 2 is an example of the report which meets the information 
need. From every neighbourhood where the target is not met must an overview be 
available per MFD. 
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Report Capacity MFD 
Period 2007-01 
Neighbourhood: 81 Building: P1 
Cl-code Serial Print Volume, Copy lncoming Outgoing Scan 

number volume copying, volume number number volume 
scan, of faxes of faxes 
fax 

Sequence: Cl-code 
Reporting period: calendar month 

It must be possible to request a report of a certain calendar month anytime. 
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Incident Management 

The incident reports are related to data about the notified incident where a norm is 
accrossed. These norms are described in the SLA. The norm is dependent of the 
classification of the incident. There is a need to have insight in the settlement of the 
notified incidents. Therefore is the following report required. 

Example 1 

This example covers the need to have insight in the development of the number of not 
settled incidents and the increase and decrease of the number of incidents which are in 
treatment in that period. 

Report lncidents I number 

Period Number of Number of settled Number of not 
notified incidents per settled incidents 
incidents per period per period 
period 

Report lncidents I number 

Settled incidents in period Not settled incidents at the end of a Percentage 
accrossing the norm period accrossino the norm of 
Number Number of Number Percentage accrossing 

notified the norm in 
incidents per period 
period 

Example 2 

This example is related to the need to have insight in the exceptions in relation to the 
notified incidents. The incidents which are settled in a period or not yet settled in a 
period from which the norms are accrossed will be reported. 

Report lncidents I number 

Period 2007-01 
Incident Classification Description of Notification Treatment 
number incident incident date date 
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Report lncidents I number 

Period 2007-01 
Date of Reason of Action at Océ Cl-code Seri al Building Neigh-
expected accrossing number bourhood 
solution norm 

Sequence: Call number 
Reporting period: Calendar month 

lt must be possible to request the report anytime and developments should be made 
visible graphically. 

Example 3 

Incidents per MFD: based on the above data the service manager can decide to 
investigate the incidents of a certain MFD. To have insight in the incidents of a 
certain MFD the following overview is required: 

Report lncidents I number 

Period 2007-01 
Cl-code E1 Building P1 Neighbourhood 81 
Serial number 123 Operational date 1-1-
2007 
Incident Starting Final date of CAS-code 
number date of incident 

incident 

Reporting period: calendar month 
lt must be possible to request a report of a certain calendar month anytime. 
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Example 4 

Numbers to CAS-code: in the SLA is being described that the data about incidents 
must be provided. For every incident a type of incident must be known. The service 
manager and Océ have made agreements about the classification of incidents. This 
will be done through the usage of a CAS-code. With the usage of a CAS-code is the 
service activities specified. The current report from Incident management must be 
continuated. 

Report lncidents I numbers to CAS-code 

CAS code Period 

2007-01 2007-02 2007-03 

Sequence: CAS-code 
Reporting period: Calendar month 

The CAS-code provides the information about the level of service actions of a service 
engineers to a device. In practice, a service engineer is able to provide several service 
actions to a device based on a incident notification. Océ registrates at one incident 
only one CAS-code. There is a one-to-one relationship between an incident, 
indentified by means of a call-number, and a CAS-code. 

Problem Management 

The problem reports are related to the data about the notified problems at the supplier, 
where in the reporting period the norm related to the diagnoses is accrossed. These 
norms are described in the SLA. There is a need to have insight in the treatment of the 
notified problems. Therefore are the following reports needed. 

Example 1 
This example covers the need to have insight in the development of the numbers of 
open (not yet treated) problems and the increase and decrease of the number of 
problems in progress for that period. 

Report of Problems I numbers 

Period Number of notified Number of settled Number of not 
problems in a problems in a settled problems at 
certain period oeriod the end of oeriod 
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Report of Problems I numbers 

Settled problems in period Problems in progress at the end of a Percentage 
accrossing the period accrossing the norm of 
Norm accrossing 
Number Percentage Number Percentage the norm in 

period 

It must be possible to request the report anytime. 

Based on the above overview, should the developments also be made graphically. 

Example2 

This example is related to the need to have insight in the exceptions to the notified 
problems. Only the problems which across the norm in that period are being notified 
in the report. 

Report Problems I crossings 
Period 2007-01 
Problem Description Date of 
number number notification 

of problem 

Sequence: Problem number 
Reporting period: Calendar month 

Date of 
settlement 
of problem 

Date of Reason of 
realization accrossing 
of 
diagnosis 

It must be possible to request the report in a certain calendar month anytime 

It must be possible to request an overview of a certain location 

Example 3 

This report gives insight in the relationship between a problem and a related incident 
and Multi Funtional Devices. A problem will follow from one or more incidents. 

Report Problems I crossings 
Problem number 1234 
Incident 
number 

Classification Description Date of 
number of incident notification 

Sequence: call number incident 
Reporting period: Calendar month 

Cl- Seri al Building Neig hbourhood 
code number 
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Reporting - Service Desk 

In relation to the Service Level 'Service Desk' should Océ provide insight in the 
opening times and accessible-ness. These kinds of facts are not being registrated and 
therefore there is no example. 

Example 1 

Océ has to provide insight in the number of incoming calls per call and the degree of 
response. 

Report of Service Desk 

Period lncidents Problem Changes Complaints Questions Remaining 
s 

2007-01 
2007-02 

Report of Service Desk 

Number of Percentage Number of 
responses of solved at first 
within norm responses line 

within norm 

Sequence: call number incident 

Reporting period: Calendar month 

It must be possible to request a report anytime 

Based on the above overview must the developments be illustrated graphically. 
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Period 
Cl-
code 

Report - CMDB 

The CMDB reports should provide insight in 
• the configuration per Multi Functional Device 
• the printer count per Multi Functional Device 

The service manager suggests to establish the requested standard configuration in the 
CMDB. 

Example 1 

This report must provide insight in the number of installed Multi Functional Devices 
at the end of a period and the number of prints in that period. These numbers must be 
illustrated per building, location and neighbourhood 

Report in CMDB I numbers 
Period 2007-01 
Building Neighbourhood Number number of prints I images in period 

of MFD 
at end Prints 

of 
period 

Sequence: building/ location/ neighbourhood 
Reporting period: Calendar month 

Co pies lncoming Outgoing 
faxes faxes 

It must be possible to request a report of a certain calendar month anytime. 

The number of configurations per year, or quarter should be consulted. 

Example 2 

Scans 

Th. is repo rt t "d . . ht. th mus prov1 e ms1g m fi f e con igura ion per M lf F f 1 D . u 1 unc 10na ev1ce 

Report in CMDB I MFD 
2007-01 

Serial lp- Host Mac Capacity Capacity lnstall Date Actual Actual 

Total 

number address name address print copy, date of out building neighborhood 
fax, within of 
scan company order 
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Report in CMDB I MFD 
Period 2007-01 

Count Count Count Count Number Number Number Number Number 
of start begin end of prints of of of of 
latest period period in co pies incoming outgoing scans 
moving period in faxes in faxes in in 

period period period period 

Sequence: Cl-code 
Reporting period: calendar month 

It must be possible to request a certain calendar month anytime 

Conform the SLA should information be provided on device level about used supplies 
(paper, stapler and toner). The used data about supplies are not absorbed. In the 
differentiated information model are these data absorbed. 

Example 3 

To have insight in the moving behavior of an MFD is a need for reporting. This need 
follows from an activity where the service manager must control the invoices. 

Report CMDB moving - events 
Period 2007-01 
Date of From From From From Count on 
moving building neighbourhood 

Sequence: Cl-code/ date of move 
Reporting period: calendar month 

building neighbourhood date of 
move 

It must be possible to select specific MFD's. Hence, should all move events be 
illustrated, till that moment. 

Example 4 

In relation to the configuration management should the service engineer have insight 
in the crossings in relation to the actualizing or updating of the CMDB caused by a 
settled change. When a change settled should the CMDB be changed within two 
working days. It is unknown ifthe underlying example can be realized, because at the 
moment of registration in the CMDB, should also the registration be appointed to a 
change number. 
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Report in CMDB I MFD 
Period 2007-01 

Count Count Count Count Numbe~ Number Number Number Number Total 
of start begin end of prints of of of of number 
latest period period in copies incoming outgoing scans of 
moving period in faxes in faxes in in pages 

period period period period in 
period 

Report in CMDB moving events 
Period 2007-01 
Change Date of Date of Deviation to Reason of 
number change change in norm deviation 

settlement CMDB 
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Report - Bonus I Malus - MFD Park 

Number of MFD 

A vailability 
Period Number of MFd 

M. ovm2s 
Period Number Not 

of MFD available 
hours in 3 
months 

Total occupancy 
in minutes 

Not available 
hours in 3 months 

Availability Number 
of park of 

planned 
movings 
realized 
after10 
days 

Average 
occupancyin 
minutes 

Availability of 
park 

Percentage 
of planned 
movings 
realized 
after10 
days 
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Appendix VII 

Bonus_malus 

Period 

Number of MFD placed at end of period: integer 
Occupancy In minutes of the total part: decimal 
Not avaible hours last three month: decimal 
OCcupancy percentage last three month: decimal 
Number of planned movings per period: integer 
Number of planned movings realtzed within 5 days: integer 
Number of planned movings realized after 10 days: integer 
Percentage planned movings realized within 5 days: decimal 
Percentage planned movlngs realized after 10 days: decimal 

Domain model - Customer view 

Complaint 

Complaintnumber: integer 

Date and Time notified complaint: string 
Date and Time response to complaint: string 
Date and Time settlement of complaint: string 
Description of complaint: string 
Priortty of complaint: string 
Description of the settlement of compla int: string 
Owner of complaint: string 
Neighbortioodcode: string 

1 

Multi Func:tional Device (MFD) 

Serial number: string 

Cl-code: string 
Date placed within UW/: string 

Complaint per period 

Complaintnumber: integer 
i....-- Complaintperiod: integer 

lndicatlon not settled at the begin of period; string 
lndication notifted in period: string 
Status complaint at end of period: string 

Neighborhood 

Ne\ghbourtiood period 

Neighbourtiood code : string 
Period: string 

Number of MFD placed in neighbortiood at 
end of period: Integer 
Volume printed in period: declmal 
Volume copled in period: decimal 
Volmue scanned In period: decima l 
Number of MFD according to norm: integer 
Number of MFD accrossed norm: Integer 
Description of reason accrossing norm: string 

1 

Service Desk per period 

l
~--------~Count placed on date within Ul/N: string 

Date out of order: string 
Count zero 
Capacity of print : string 

Period: string 
'----Neighborhoodcode: string 1------~Neighbourhoodcode : string 

Buildingcode: string Number of accepted incidents per period: integer 
Number of accepted change requests per period: integer 
Number of accepted problems in period: integer 

Incident 

MFD 

Serial number: integer 
Date: string 

Status MFD at end of day: string 
Building at end of day: string 
Neighborflood at end of day: string 
IP adres at end of day: string 
Hostname at end of day: string 
lndicaUon scan fundion adlvated: string 
lndicaUon fax fund.ion ac:tivated: string 
Volume print per day: string 
Volume copied per day: string 
Volume of incoming faxes: string 
Volume of outgoing faxes: string 
Volume of scans per day: string 
Counter at end of day: string 
Occupancy in minutes per day: string 
Non occupancy in minutes per day: string 
Usage A4 per day: string 
Usage A3 per day: string 
Usage sta pier per day: string 
Usage toner per day: string 

lncidentnumber: string 

Date and Time notificatlon of incident: string 
Date and Time response of incident: string 
Date and Time settled incident: string 
Classification of Incident: string 
Descript.Ion of incident: string 
Date and Time settlement by service desk: string 
Date expeded solution: string 
Serial number: string 
CAS-code: string 

-

Capacity of copying, fax and scan: 
MAC adres: string 
Type: string 

1 

Multi Fundional Device (MFD) 

Serial number: string 
Perlod: string 

Not available hours in period: decimal 
Not available hours last three month: decimal 
Occupancy percentage last three month: decimal 
Number of incidents ln period: string 
Number of lncidents last 30 days: string 
Status of MFD at end of period: string 
Building at end of period: string 
Neighborhood at end of period: string 
IP adres at end of period: string 
lndication scan func:tion ac:tivated: string 
lndication fax fundion activated: string 
Hostname at end of period: string 
Volume ptinted in period: decimal 
Volume copied at end of period: decimal 
Volume faxes incoming at end of period: decimal 
Volume faxes outgoing at end of period: decimal 
Volume scanned In period: decimal 
Counter at beginning of period: integer 
Counter at end of period: integer 
Latest moving date: string 
Latest moving counter: integer 
Occupancy in minutes per period: decimal 
Amount to be invoiced over period: decimal 
Total amount involced: decima1 
Quantity A-4 used per period : integer 
Quantity A3 used per periocl : Integer 
Quantity of staples used per period: integer 
Quant;y of toner used per period: integer 

Description of reason of accrossing the norm: string 
Description of adlon of accrosslng the norm: string 
Date of escalation of incident: string 

1 Change Incident 

1----------------l 

!
Change number: Integer 1 

ldentification of incident of suppller: string 
Date and Time start recovery of incident: string 
Solution time in hours: decimal 

1 

Problem incident 

Incident number: integer 

Problem 

Problemnumber: integer 

Date and Time notification of problem: string 
Date and Time response of problem: string 

Problem number: integer 
Incident number: integer 

>---------- Date and Time settlement of problem: string 
Description of problem: string 

Incident period 

Incident number: integer 
Period: string 

lndicaUon not settled at begin of period: string 
lndicatlon notified In period: string 
lndicaUon of settled in period: string 
lndlcation of not settled in period: string 
lndication of not settled at end of period: string 
lndlcatlon of settled in period with accrossing the norm: string 

Date of realizatlon of problem: string 
Date of escalatlon of problem: string 
ldentification of problem trom suppUer: string 
Desaiption of reason accrossing the nonn: string 
DescriDllon of action from suoc: lier tor accrossina the nonn: string 

Problem period 

Problemnumber 
Period 

\ 

lndication not settled at the begin of period: string 
lndication notified in period: string 

MFD cllange 

Number of accepted questions per period: integer 
Number of responses within the norm in period: integer 
Percentage of responses within the norm in period: decimal 
Number of solved at first line per period: integer 

'- Change number: string 
Selial number: string 

'--- Counter at moment of move: integer 
From building: string 
From neighbortiood: string 
To building: string 
To neighbortiood: string 
Date of move: string 

Change 

Change number: string 

Date and Time notified request: string 
Date and Time response to request: string 
Standard or not standard request: string 
Date and Time of settlement of request string 
Description of change request: string 

_ Type of change: string 
Date of escalation: string 
DescripUon of reason of accrossing nonn: string 
Descript.Ion of actlon of supplier at accrossing the norm: string 
Date of execution of change request: string 
Planned date of settlement of change: string 
ldentification of change of supplier: string 
Date of stored change in CMDB: string 
Date of required change reatizatlon : string 
Date of extreme realization of change: string 
Description of effects of risk aft.er failure to execute change: string 

Change problem 1 

Change number: integer 
Problem number: integer 

Change period 

Change number 
Period 

lndication not settled at begin of period: string 
lndication notified in period: string 
lndication not settled at end of period; string 
lndication settJed in period: string 
lndication settled in period with accrossing the norm: string 

lndication of not settled at end of period with accrossing the norm: string 
Status Incident end of period: string 

lndication settled in period: string 
lndication not settled in period: string 

lndication not settled at end of period with accrossing the norm: string 
Status change end of period: string 

Figure 51 Domain model customer view 

lndication settled in period with accrossing the norm: string 
fndication not settled at end of period with accrossing the nonn: string 
Status problem at end of period: string 

The relationship with other domain models is the information from the incident, 
which is used for the maintenance service request. Another relationship is the entity 
'change' with the entity 'request for change' and the entity 'multifunctional device' 
with the entity 'product'. 
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In the following figure the comparison of the invoice, maintenance service request, 
request for change and service record is illustrated: 
customer ID 1 Service Record IU 

Customers_Product ID Service Record_Product ID 

lnvoicelD Service Record_Employee ID 

lnvoice_Customer ID Service Record_Part ID 

lnvoices_Product ID Service Record_CustomerlD 

lnvolces_Part ID Service Record_lnvoicelD 

lnvoice_Employee ID Transaction ID 

Maintenance Service Request ID Payment ID 

MaintenanceServiceRequest_Product ID Transactions_lnvoicelD 1 
Request for Change ID T ransactions _Productl D 1 
RequestforChange_part ID Transactlons_CustomerlD 1 
Req~est tor Change_product ID J _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 

Figure 53 Comparison of the invoice, maintenance service request, requestfor 
change and maintenance service record 

The invoice, maintenance service request, request for change and maintenance service 
record must have the same ID.In the following figure the information about the 
invoices per customer are illustrated: 

lnvoice ID 

CustomerlD 

Employee ID 

Delivery ID 

Service Record ID 

lnvoice Date 

Payment Amount 

Payment Terms 

Authorized by 

Quantity 

Price per unit 

Service Date 

Figure 54 

1 Date promised 

1 123 Discount 

1 Product ID 

1 Part ID 

Parts Replaced ID 

/nvoices per customer 

In the following figure the information about the service records is illustrated: 
Service Record 1 

Product ID 

CustomerlD 

lnvoicelD 

Service Date 

Employee ID 

Score ID 

Call intake da 

Parts Replaced ID 

Part ID 

Figure 55 

456 

123 

Service Records 

Call intake time 

Response date 

Response time 

Start Date 

Start time 

End date 

Endtime 
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Appendix IX 

Cl 
CIM 
CMDB 
CRM 
DC 
DDS 
ICT 
ILCCMIS 
ISO 
IST 
ITIL 
KEMA 
KPI 
MDA 
MFD 
MRP 
MS 
R&D 
PC 
SBU 
SLA 
SPT 
UML 
WFPS 
XML 

List of abbreviations 

Call Intake 
Computational Independent Model 
Configuration Management Database 
Customer Relationship Management 
Distribution Centre 
Digital Document Systems 
Information Communication Technology 
Integrated Life Cycle Costing Management Information System 
International Organization for Standardization 
Information System Technology 
Information Technology Infrastructure Library 
Keuring Electrotechnisch Materieel Arnhem 
Key Performance Indicator 
Model Driven Architecture 
Multi Functional Device 
Material Requirements Planning 
Microsoft 
Research and development 
Personal Computer 
Strategie Business Unit 
Service Level Agreement 
Shortest Processing Time 
Unified modelling language 
Wide Format Printing Systems 
eXtensible Markup Language 
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